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Abstract
Steerable catheters are routinely deployed in the treatment of cardiac arrhyth-
mias. During invasive electrophysiology studies, the catheter handle is manipulated
by an interventionalist to guide the catheter’s distal section toward endocardium
for pacing and ablation. Catheter manipulation requires dexterity and experience,
and exposes the interventionalist to ionizing radiation. Through the course of this
research, a platform was developed to assist and enhance the navigation of the
catheter inside the cardiac chambers. This robotic platform replaces the inter-
ventionalist’s hand in catheter manipulation and provides the option to force the
catheter tip in arbitrary directions using a 3D input device or to automatically nav-
igate the catheter to desired positions within a cardiac chamber by commanding
the software to do so. To accomplish catheter navigation, the catheter was modeled
as a continuum manipulator, and utilizing robot kinematics, catheter tip position
control was designed and implemented. An electromagnetic tracking system was
utilized to measure the position and orientation of two key points in catheter model,
for position feedback to the control system. A software platform was developed to
implement the navigation and control strategies and to interface with the robot,
the 3D input device and the tracking system. The catheter modeling was validated
through in-vitro experiments with a static phantom, and in-vivo experiments on
three live swines. The feasibility of automatic navigation was also verified by nav-
igating to three landmarks in the beating heart of swine subjects, and comparing
their performance with that of an experienced interventionalist using quasi biplane
fluoroscopy. The platform realizes automatic, assisted, and motorized navigation
under the interventionalist’s control, thus reducing the dependence of successful
navigation on the dexterity and manipulation skills of the interventionalist, and
providing a means to reduce the exposure to X-ray radiation. Upon further devel-
opment, the platform could be adopted for human deployment.
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1.1 Catheter and Catheterization
Steerable or active catheters are versatile devices mainly deployed in the fields of
interventional cardiology and cardiac electrophysiology. The prevalent application
domain of steerable catheters is in the treatment of cardiac arrhythmias. Arrhyth-
mias, which are abnormalities of the heart rhythm, constitute one of the most com-
mon clinical problems in cardiology [1]. Cardiac catheterization is often required for
the accurate diagnosis and management of complex arrhythmias. Catheterization
is also the standard of treatment for symptomatic tachyarrhythmias and the pre-
ferred therapy in other patients unresponsive to or not suited for pharmacological
treatment.
Catheters are typically introduced through femoral vein or artery into the body,
and are positioned inside cardiac chambers to perform invasive electrophysiologic
studies (EPS) and radio frequency (RF) ablation or cryo-ablation. Catheter-based
procedures are normally conducted under fluoroscopic guidance which subjects the
patient as well as the interventionalist to an intermittent yet continual and accu-
mulative exposure to the ionizing radiation of fluoroscopy.
In catheter navigation, the interventionalist manipulates the handle or body
of the catheter in order to bring the catheter’s distal end into contact with the
intracardiac anatomy or endocardium. The distal end houses the ablation cap
and a number of electrodes used in EPS. The navigation of the catheter to the
desired positions on the endocardium and maintaining the contact for the required
duration is inherently difficult, due to the flexibility of the catheter and its distal
shaft. In addition, cardiac contractions and patient’s respiration complicate precise
1
Figure 1.1: A sample steerable catheter. The catheter sections are marked in the
picture.
manoeuvring of the distal tip. As a result, a stable contact between the tip and the
endocardium at the intended positions is difficult to achieve and maintain. This
means the interventionalist might need to make repetitive attempts in directing
the catheter tip to reach arrhythmogenic zones before pacing or ablation can take
place. To enhance catheter navigation, various methodologies have been utilized in
biomedical device industry. There are also several methods proposed in academia
to tackle navigation issues. In the section to follow, the literature in this field is
reviewed.
1.2 Catheter Navigation Methods and Technolo-
gies
In this section, the existing technologies along with the published approaches in
the field of catheter navigation are reviewed. In this context, three main areas
of catheter tracking, catheter steering and catheter modeling are identified and
surveyed in the subsequent sections.
The instantaneous position or shape configuration of the distal shaft of the
catheter is required to be known in order for navigation to be realized. When the
catheter is tracked and its position is known, the navigation system or the operator
2
of the system can decide how to manipulate the catheter to reach or maintain a
target position. Section 1.2.1 presents the state of the art in tracking technologies.
To steer the catheter to target positions, an actuation mechanism is required
to manipulate the catheter handle or body. Catheter manipulation is performed
manually in everyday catheterizations, but a number of systems have been devel-
oped to leverage manual steering of the catheter, using different actuation methods.
Section 1.2.2 reviews the published work in this area.
To achieve automatic navigation of catheter tip position, when the handle or
proximal section of catheter is actuated, the properties of catheter deflection and the
relationship between manipulations at the handle and the resultant displacements
at the tip is required to be studied. Section 1.2.3 provides an overview of catheter
modeling methodologies in the literature.
In summary, by utilizing a catheter model a strategy can be designed to control
the position of the catheter. For closed-loop position control and navigation, a
tracking system is needed to provide the catheter position feedback and a steering
mechanism is required to manipulate the catheter. When the existing literature is
reviewed, an approach will be identified and developed to realize catheter naviga-
tion, in the following chapters.
1.2.1 Catheter Tracking
Tracking and localization of a catheter’s distal shaft inside cardiac chambers is an
area of active research. Commercial solutions mostly try to visualize a static model
of the heart chambers and illustrate instantaneous pose of the catheter relative to
this model. In the following, commercially available systems that offer tracking
of intracardiac catheters and some level of association of catheter position with
respect to the endocardium are reviewed.
 CARTO XP EP Navigation System (Biosense Webster, Diamond Bar,
CA) is a mapping and ablation navigation system. The navigation system
consists of three coils fitted below the patient’s bed, generating an ultra low
electromagnetic field (5×10−6 to 5×10−5 Tesla) around the patient’s chest.
These three electromagnetic fields are temporally and spatially distinguish-
able by the location sensor mounted on the tip of the catheter. The sensor
can measure the distance from each coil as a function of the electromagnetic
power received. Given the three distance measurements, the 3D position of
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the catheter is determined by triangulation. The accuracy in localization
is below 1 mm [2]. In practice, two locatable 8F1 catheters are guided by
fluoroscopy to reach heart chambers. One is used as the reference catheter
and the other is moved inside the endocardial space. The catheter constantly
reads the bio-electric signal received. When the catheter is in contact with
the endocardium as the recorded signal indicates, the location can be marked
through the system’s graphical interface as a point on the endocardium asso-
ciated with its ECG (electrocardiogram) readings. After a cycle of marking,
a map is constructed from the collection of marks in three dimensional space.
This map reflects the electrical activities with a colour coding scheme [3].
After construction of this electroanatomical model, the catheter is illustrated
with respect to the model and ablation can be planned and performed.
 Localisa® (Medtronic Inc., Minneapolis, MN) uses three orthogonal surface
electrode pairs inducing 1 mA AC current at frequencies around 30 KHz
through the thorax. To figure out the position of catheters inside the heart,
the voltage drop along the heart is measured. Knowing the impedance of
skin and lung, and reading the voltage at the catheter, the 3D position is
calculated [4, 5]. The localization accuracy is reported to be better than 2
mm in vitro and in vivo. Points of interest can be tagged by the operator
through the system’s graphical user interface (GUI) but a model of cardiac
chamber is not constructed.
 EnSite NavX (St. Jude Medical, St. Paul, MN) uses three electrode
patch pairs to generate an electrical field around the torso to locate catheters,
similar to Localisa. Catheters can record intracardiac ECG for EPS. Using
the catheter locations and by moving the catheter inside the cardiac cham-
ber a 3D model of the chamber is generated which can serve as a guide in
manoeuvring the catheter by the electrophysiologist. Similar to CARTO,
generating an activation map on this 3D surface is a lengthy procedure which
requires moving the catheter around the chamber and recording the ECG
when touching the endocardium. To overcome this problem another version
of the system, Ensite Array uses an array of electrodes to realize non-contact
mapping.
Ensite Array utilizes a catheter-mounted Multi Electrode Array (MEA), (a
woven braid of 64 0.003-in-diameter wires) is mounted on a 7.6 ml balloon on
a 9F catheter to create a non-contact unipolar electrode [6]. The raw far-field
1F stands for French, the unit of diameter for catheters. 3F equals 1.0 mm.
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electrographic data from the MEA are acquired and fed into a multichan-
nel recorder and amplifier system, sampled at 1.2 KHz, and filtered with a
bandwidth of 0.1 to 300 Hz. The amplifier also has 16 channels for contact
catheters and 12 for the surface ECG electrodes. A ring electrode located
on the distal shaft of the MEA catheter in the descending aorta is used as a
reference for both noncontact and contact unipolar electrogram recordings.
Any catheter position can be found with respect to the MEA by passing a
5.68 KHz, low-current locator signal between the catheter being located and
ring electrodes distal and proximal to the MEA on the noncontact catheter.
The MEA detects and determines the locator signal angles and thus local-
izes the source. The potential distribution on the MEA created by potentials
at the blood-endocardial boundary is described by Boundary Element Model
(BEM). The inverse computation estimates the action potentials on the en-
docardium from the electrode readings. Ensite can measure the received
potential from 3360 predefined points and visualize the readings on virtual
ventricular map (this map is a system parameter). The accuracy in catheter
localization is 3.2 mm if the distance between the catheter and the MEA is
less than 5 cm [7]. In [8] fundamentals of such an approach to cardiac map-
ping is reviewed and a similar system is developed.
It is worth noting that position measurement technique in Localisa and EnSite
NavX is subject to impedance calculation errors especially during the abla-
tion. As the temperature rises at the ablation site, the impedance rapidly
changes and the catheter might be shown to move away from the site. The
electrophysiologist cannot determine whether the catheter was actually moved
or the change of impedance resulted in the illusion of losing the contact with
the substrate.
 RPM (Real-time Position Management, Boston Scientific, Natick, MA)
In this system, two reference catheters are placed in known positions in the
heart. One catheter is placed in either the right atrial appendage or the
coronary sinus, and one reference catheter is positioned in the right ventric-
ular apex. The reference catheters are equipped with four ultrasound trans-
ducers and the ablation catheter contains three ultrasound transducers. An
ultrasound transmitter and receiver device sends a continuous cycle of ultra-
sound pulses (at 558.5 KHz) to the transducers of the reference and ablation
catheters. By assuming the speed of sound in blood to be 1550 m/sec, and
using sonomicrometry2 principles, the distance between individual transduc-
2Sonomicrometry is defined as range finding using ultrasound. Specifically, the term sonomi-
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ers is calculated. The 3D positions of transducers are estimated from distance
measurements [10].
Such 3D position calculations depend on the position of the reference catheters
[11]. Since the spatial configuration of catheters relative to each other rather
than their absolute position is calculated, the measurement accuracy depends
on the accuracy of reference catheter placement. An accuracy of 2-8 mm in
positioning has been reported.
All available commercial solutions localize catheter position and rely on 3D
electroanatomical visualization for ablation navigation. Visualization of a static
model is an attempt to compensate for the lack of a real-time imaging modality.
The 3D model does not reflect the actual endocardial structure and is utilized as
the only available method. In all the above systems, fluoroscopy is a required
imaging modality, however, the radiation time is reduced compared to conventional
navigation [12].
Electromagnetic tracking, electrical localization and ultrasonic position mea-
surement are the major methods identified in catheter localization. Magnetocardio-
graphy (MCG) is an alternative approach used to localize any intracardiac current
source, such as the origin of ventricular tachycardia or an amagnetic catheter [13].
The accuracy of such measurement calculations is very limited (above 5 mm)[14].
Another approach is to utilize imaging modalities in the localization or tracking
of the catheter. For instance, magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) has been used
to track and localize MR-compatible catheters [15]. However, such methods de-
mand the availability of imaging system and the compatibility of the interventional
devices, both of which are limiting factors in practice.
An ideal catheter localization/tracking system should provide real-time position
measurements of the catheter with minimum reliance on extra support systems,
such as medical imagers. If the tracking system can be used in-vitro, it can be
more easily integrated into the development of a navigation system. Among the
surveyed methods, electromagnetic tracking, similar to that of CARTO XP system,
crometry refers to the calculation of distances between ultrasonic transceivers by measuring the
time of flight of a sonic wave-front from the transmitter to the receiver and scaling by the velocity
of sound in tissue. In fact, in catheterization, this technique of positioning is called Sonomi-
crometry Catheter Localization (SCL). A computation method called MultiDimensional Scaling
(MDS)[9] is used to find the 3-D location of sonomicrometry transducers based on their distances
from each other. For n transducers, n(n − 1)/2 distance measurements are required to compute
their positions.
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is identified as a candidate that meets such requirements. In fact, Aurora® elec-
tromagnetic tracking system (NDI, Waterloo, ON, Canada) is used in this research
to realize catheter tracking.
1.2.2 Catheter Steering
In order to enable interventionalists to direct catheter and guide-wire to target
positions efficiently, there are only two very new commercial systems under devel-
opment:
Niobe® (Stereotaxis, St. Louis, MO) realizes magnetic navigation [16, 17] us-
ing a special magnetic catheter. In this system, two permanent magnets are
placed on the sides of patient table and the catheter is navigated inside their
magnetic field, as seen in figure 1.3. To deploy Niobe®, the catheterization
lab must be magnetically compatible with the system. The cardiologist can
control movement of catheter in the direction desired through the system’s
console. Fluoroscopy is the modality used for guidance; however, the physi-
cian manipulates the catheter from the control room and is not exposed to
ionizing radiation. Niobe®offers the steering capabilities needed but with an
added cost of a customized catheterization lab. The system has been success-
fully deployed for electrophysiological mapping and cardiac ablation opera-
tions [18, 19, 20]. However, application of a magnetic system is limited when
patients have implantable cardioverter defibrillator (ICD) or pacemaker due
to the presence of ferrous metals in the construction of such devices. A short-
coming of this system is the limited force exerted by catheter tip, hindering
effective contact or navigation in some cases. Niobe®has also been utilized
in conjunction with CARTO to track and visualize the steered catheter in
the electroanatomical map of cardiac chambers resulting in a more effective
navigation.
Sensei (Hansen Medical, Mountain View, CA) is a robotic system for assisted
catheter navigation [21, 22]. The system takes advantage of two steerable
sheaths (inner 10.5F and outer 14F) through which a passive EP catheter
is deployed. The sheaths are operated by a robotic system. The catheter
position can be controlled in three dimensions and a more stable manoeuvring
compared to manual steering is achieved. In terms of visualization, the system
relies on conventional fluoroscopy.
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Figure 1.2: Niobe®system setup paired with Siemens AXIOM Artis dFCSingle-
plane C-arm fluoroscopy machine in the centre. Reproduced with permission from
Figure 1 in [17].
Figure 1.3: Senseisystem setup. Reproduced from Figure 5 in [23], with kind
permission of Springer Science and Business Media.
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Both systems realize the remote manipulation of the catheter, thus reducing the
exposure to the radiation of fluoroscopy for the interventionalists. However, the cost
of such systems could be a prohibitive factor in their utilization. In academia, there
have been attempts to build steerable catheters utilizing micro-hydraulic actua-
tors [24, 25, 26], and shape memory alloys [27, 28]. In such catheters, the actuators
are collocated with and housed inside the deflectable shaft. These systems rely on
specialized catheters or sheaths along with their actuation mechanisms to realize
catheter steering.
To facilitate the manipulation and navigation of conventional catheters, with-
out the bulk of support systems that entail operating room customizations and
added costs, parallel to this work, Cercenelli, et al. [29] have mounted a typical
catheter on a robotic system that enables motorized manipulation of the catheter
and repetition of recorded manipulations. A robotic system that replaces the in-
terventionalist’s hand in catheter handle manipulation is a feasible way to achieve
motorized steering. This idea is further enhanced through this research to achieve
automatic and assisted catheter navigation.
1.2.3 Catheter Modeling
Catheter navigation requires a method to control the position of the catheter tip.
To control the position, how the catheter deflects, rotates and moves in response
to the actuations at the handle needs to be studied and modeled. This means
a method is needed to model the kinematics, statics or dynamics of the catheter
shape changes in response to the actuations at the handle. Based on the model
developed for the catheter a control strategy can be devised. In this section, the
published catheter models are reviewed.
In order to review catheter modeling methodologies, a distinction is needed to
be made between passive catheters and active or steerable catheters. Steerable
catheters embed a mechanism to deflect the distal shaft of the catheter using a
knob on the handle. When deflected the catheter is shaped like an arc. Passive
catheters do not offer any deflection control mechanism and could be preformed to
suit specific applications. For navigation purposes, a steerable catheter is preferred
as it provides for better control over catheter tip position.
Most of the literature on catheter modeling have targeted the simulation of
the catheter when it lies inside tubular and vascular structures. Such simulations
usually apply numerical modeling approaches. One general approach is to model
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the catheter or a similar device such as guide wire and endoscope, as a multibody
system composed of rigid links coupled with joints. Ikuta et. al [30] have modeled
the endoscope as a series of links connected with visco-elastic joints each with two
rotational degrees-of-freedom (DOF). They simplify the equations of motion of the
endoscope eliminating most of the dynamics due to inertial and Coriolis terms. In
their work, the configuration of the endoscope depends on the contact and reac-
tion forces between the endoscope and the intestine that surrounds it. Similarly,
Dawson et. al [31] have developed an interventional cardiology simulator in which
the catheter is modeled as a multibody undergoing contact, contrast injection, and
operator force exerted at the proximal end. In such methods, the catheter is pas-
sive and deforms in response to the forces at the proximal end and interaction
forces with the known surrounding anatomy. A similar approach is to discretize
the flexible instrument, and to find the optimum configuration of the discrete seg-
ments based on some criteria. For instance, Kukuk and Geiger [32] have found the
most plausible configuration of the endoscope given the physical and mechanical
constraints. It is noted that catheters are flexible devices and their movements is
affected by their flexural rigidity and the spring energy due to bending, as con-
trasted to endoscopes that are composed of actual links. Konings et. al [33] have
developed an iterative analytical algorithm for guide-wire simulation to minimize
the total guide-wire bending and vessel wall deformation energy. Their interesting
quasi-static method and the preceding dynamic models deal with passive devices
with known constraints. To be applied to real operations, such methods need to be
extended to steerable catheters in the absence of known contact forces.
Another method is to model the catheter as a continuum of flexible beams
simulated by finite element modeling (FEM). In their virtual catheter prototyping
system, Cai et. al [34] have constructed the catheter from arc segments that are
modeled by finite elements. In another paper, Lawton et. al [35] have formalized
the finite elements as Cosserat rods [36] and have found the catheter configuration
by searching for the equilibria that minimize the bending energy. Nowinski and
Chui [37] have constructed the catheter FEM model based on linear elasticity the-
ory. Their model cannot represent large geometric non-linearities of the catheters.
Cotin et. al [38] have reported an incremental FEM-based approach and Lenoir
et. al [39] have developed a physics-based FEM model for catheter and guide-wire
simulation. Wang et. al [40] have proposed a hybrid approach by constructing the
catheter as a multibody of flexible beams. In their approach, a multibody dynamic
analysis yields catheter displacements and a non-linear finite element analysis pre-
dicts the catheter deformations. An advantage of FEM models is the ability to
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mimic the actual catheter’s deflection. However, the computation time could be an
issue for real-time modeling. Similar to multibody approach, FEM-based methods
rely on known constraints to model bending and motion of passive devices.
Polynomial models such as splines have also been reported [41]. Such models
provide an optimum shape of the flexible device. However, the simulations are not
physics-based and are not capable of realistic modeling of elastic bending.
The existing models outlined above have focused mainly on passive catheters
or active catheters with in-situ actuators. The problem of passive catheter model-
ing techniques is the requirement that the anatomy surrounding and constraining
the catheter should be known a priori. The existing models search for the best
fitting configuration of the catheter based on the given constraints. In real opera-
tion, such patient-specific data do not exist. In addition, when the catheter lies in
intracardiac chambers, the anatomical constraints are different from the vascular
structures and passive catheter models do not address intracardiac applications.
The issue with the models for active catheters with in-situ actuators is that each
model is only applicable to the specific actuation mechanism used in a prototype
catheter. Therefore, the existing models cannot be adopted for commercially avail-
able steerable catheters.
To the best of the author’s knowledge, no model has been developed for com-
mercially available steerable catheters, which generally utilize pull-wires to realize
actuation. Another issue is that all the methods solve the forward problem of find-
ing catheter tip motion in response to manipulations at the handle. To control the
catheter tip position, the inverse problem should be solved instead. Specifically,
to achieve a desired motion or to reach a desired position, the appropriate han-
dle manipulations should be found. As the catheter is an under-actuated flexible
mechanism, the problem domain needs to be restricted, so that the catheter system
becomes deterministic and a unique inverse solution could be found. As the forces
acting on the catheter are not known, the modeling method needs to either esti-
mate or eliminate them, to reach a solution. In the following chapter, a kinematic
approach is proposed to eliminate external forces factors under certain conditions.
1.2.4 Summary
The existing systems and methodologies attempt to enhance catheterization pro-
cedures by providing more precise control over the catheter’s distal shaft position,
by tracking and visualizing the distal shaft and its surrounding anatomy, and re-
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ducing the interventionalist’s reliance on fluoroscopy for navigation. However, the
systems do not realize automatic navigation and are very costly. In addition, the
large size of double-sheath solution (14F) offered by Senseilimits its deployment
on all patients.
By harvesting the reviewed methodologies in catheter modeling, tracking and
navigation, this thesis is an attempt to realize a novel methodology for enhanced
catheter navigation. A kinematic approach will be developed to reach an approx-
imate model of steerable catheters’ distal shaft configuration based on the known
actuations at the handle, without requiring the knowledge of the interacting forces
between the catheter and its surrounding anatomy. A commercial steerable catheter
deployed routinely in catheterization labs will be used in the navigation system in
contrast to specially-designed catheters or sheaths. The catheter will be tracked
using an electromagnetic tracking system with two sensors attached to its distal
shaft. A robotic system will be utilized to replace the interventionalist’s hand in
manipulating the catheter handle. Finally, the navigation system will utilize the
robotic system to navigate the tracked catheter automatically inside the heart.
1.3 Thesis Contributions
This thesis is an endeavour to develop and validate a prototype system to assist
the interventionalist in performing catheter-based procedures and to facilitate the
navigation of the catheter by planning and automating catheter manipulations us-
ing a commercial off-the-shelf steerable catheter. To realize such a system, multiple
disciplines and technologies have been utilized and integrated. This research con-
tributions are summarized as follows.
 Distal shaft modeling [42, 43, 44, 45]
– A kinematic model for the distal shaft of steerable catheters, and the
study of distal shaft workspace and singularities under the kinematic
model
– A static modeling methodology for the planar deflection of the catheter’s
distal shaft
 A complete platform for robot-assisted intracardiac catheter navigation, which
includes the following novelties [42, 43, 44]
– A method for catheter tip position control, based on the kinematic model
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– A strategy for semi-automated catheter navigation
– Three navigation methodologies of motorized, assisted and automatic
catheter manipulation.
– A robotic mechanism for assisted catheter manipulation
– CathNav: A software platform for robot-assisted catheter navigation
 Validation of modeling and navigation [42, 43]
– In-vitro validation of kinematic modeling through the construction of a
static phantom
– In-vivo validation of kinematic modeling
– In-vivo validation of automatic navigation through the developed plat-
form
1.4 Thesis Structure
In this chapter, the literature in the areas pertinent to catheter navigation was re-
viewed. An overview of the state-of-the-art of the technologies and systems devel-
oped for the purpose of enhancing catheter navigation was provided. The published
approaches to model catheters and similar devices were also surveyed. The contri-
butions made through this research were also previewed. The rest of the thesis is
structured as follows.
In chapter 2, the catheter navigation approach is introduced and the theoretical
tools required to implement and realize catheter navigation are developed. In this
chapter, the distal shaft of the catheter is modeled as a continuum manipulator
composed of rigid components, and the manipulator kinematics are investigated.
Using the model, the distal shaft workspace and its kinematic singularities are stud-
ied. The statics of distal shaft deflection is also reviewed and a method is proposed
to validate the principles that govern the distal shaft deflection and provide the ba-
sis of the kinematic model. Based on the model, a strategy for catheter tip position
control and finally catheter navigation is devised.
Chapter 3 describes the developed system design and implementation. It out-
lines the main system components, including robotic assistant, electromagnetic
catheter tracking, software platform and 3D input device. The functionality of
each subsystem and how the components are integrated are discussed in this chap-
ter.
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Chapter 4 presents the results of the experiments conducted to verify the va-
lidity of the kinematic model of the catheter’s distal shaft. In this chapter, the
experimental setups for the static and kinematic experiments are described, and
the validity of modeling is demonstrated through statistical analysis of the results.
Chapter 5 presents the experiments conducted on swine to demonstrate the
feasibility of successful navigation using the developed system. In this chapter, the
system setup in the catheterization lab is illustrated and navigation experiments
are explained. Finally, it is shown that the system can navigate the catheter inside
the right atrium of beating heart of swine patients.
Chapter 6 discusses the merits and issues of the system, provides directions for





This chapter provides the theoretical tools required to realize the navigation of a
conventional steerable catheter. Through this chapter, the following are addressed:
 Forward kinematic problem - When the catheter is actuated at the handle, the
catheter tip moves and the distal shaft deforms. The motion and deformation
of the catheter are formulated as a function of actuations effective at the distal
shaft. In section 2.2 the mechanical structure of the catheter is studied. Based
on the structure of the catheter, the distal shaft of the catheter is modeled
as a continuum robot and its kinematics is studied in section 2.3 . The
statics of the shaft deflection is also analyzed and the model’s workspace and
singularities are characterized.
 Inverse kinematic problem - To utilize the kinematic model for the purpose of
position control, an inverse kinematic control method is formulated in section
2.4.
 Navigation problem - In order to utilize the developed catheter model along
with the inverse kinematic control methodology, a hierarchical navigation
strategy is designed in section 2.5.
Through the course of this chapter, the navigation approach in this research is
presented. The implementation and validation of the navigation methodology con-
stitutes the subsequent chapters of this thesis.
1This chapter is partly published in [42, 44, 45, 43].
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2.2 Steerable Catheter Anatomy
Commercial steerable or active catheters have a common standard structure. They
are composed of three main sections, as illustrated in figure 2.1.
1. Handle - It is the part that is left outside the patient’s body and is manipu-
lated for navigation of the catheter tip. It houses a steering knob that allows
the deflection of the catheter’s distal shaft.
2. Body - The long body of the catheter is composed of a tube with internal
metal-braiding for better transfer of torque to the distal section.
3. Distal shaft - It is the steerable section of the catheter that deflects in response
to manipulation of the steering knob. It also houses ablation cap and ECG
electrodes of the catheter. The distal shaft is usually more flexible and more











Figure 2.1: Catheter structure.
Although active catheters might differ from vendor to vendor in terms of their
internal structures, the bending mechanism is essentially the same and is based
on pull-wires and thin plates. If the catheter can bend in two directions, there
are two pull-wires running in parallel inside the catheter body. A schematic of
the bending mechanism of a typical bidirectional catheter is presented in figure
2.1. To select a catheter for this research, several steerable catheters, including
RF-Conductr (Medtronic Inc., Minneapolis, MN), LiveWire (St. Jude Medical, St.
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Figure 2.2: SteeroCath-T ablation catheter.
Paul, MN) and Ten-Ten (BostonScientific, Natick, MA) were dismantled and their
internal mechanisms were examined, and SteeroCath-T ablation catheter (Boston
Scientific, Natick, MA) was adopted for demonstrations and experiments (see figure
2.2).
The catheter handle is equipped with a steering knob that is directly attached
to a cam inside the handle. There are two pull wires attached to the cam. The
tension in the pull wires is changed by rotating the steering knob, and consequently,
the cam. The wires run along the body of the catheter inside a flexible coil-like
tubing and attach to two thin steel plates in the distal shaft. A metal ring encircles
the plates. A wider steel plate is placed between the two thin plates and is fixed to
the metal ring such that all the plates lie parallel with each other. This structure is
housed in a flexible covering that does not allow the plates to bend independently.
The wider plate extends to the catheter’s distal end and is attached to the ablation
tip. The two thin plates are soldered to the sides of the wide plate. With this
construction, and due to the pretension of the plates, the distal shaft exhibits the
elasticity of a spring, allowing no torsion along the length. The layering of the
three plates provides an extra advantage seen in the laminated beams, which are
more resistant to vibration and damp the vibrations exerted on them. Figure 2.3
provides a close-up of the internal structure of the distal shaft of SteeroCath-T. The
dimensions and materials information acquired from the manufacturer are presented
in table 2.1.
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Figure 2.3: Anatomy of the distal shaft.
Table 2.1: Distal shaft components marked in figure 2.3. ID stands for inner
diameter and OD denotes outer diameter.
# Description
1 Ablation Tip, 90% Pt,10% Ir, 5 mm long, 0.092” diameter
2 ECG Electrode
3 Kevlar reinforced PFA Teflon, ID =0.036”, OD=0.048”, 0.012” thick
4 Soldering point
5 304 stainless steel, full hard, 0.2% yield strength 160 ksi, 0.035” wide,
0.005” thick, 4.0” long
6 304 stainless steel, full hard, 0.2% yield strength 160 ksi, 0.014” wide,
0.004” thick, 3.0” long
7 Empty space
8 35D PEBAX (distal shaft external cover) 0.012” thick, ID=0.068”
9 Attachment Ring
10 Pull-wire, 304 stainless steel, 0.011” diameter
11 Coil-like winding (over the pull wires) made of 0.009” diameter stainless
steel wire
12 Main body cover, 72D PEBAX reinforced with braided wires on the
inside
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To bend the distal shaft, the steering knob/cam is turned, one wire is placed
under tension, pulling the attached plate, while the other wire is released from
tension. Since all the plates are attached at the tip, the tension acts as an axial
force toward the plates at the tip. This force results in the buckling, followed by
the bending of the plates in a plane orthogonal to the plates’ surfaces. The bending
is characterized by the tension of the inner plate resulting in compression and the
extension of the outer plate whose attached pull wire is relaxed. When no force
other than the wire tension acts on the distal shaft, it should bend in the plane
perpendicular to the plates’ surfaces. In addition to bending, twisting at the handle
or the proximal section of the body results in the twisting of the distal shaft. Also
insertion and retraction of the catheter body results in similar translations in the
position of the catheter tip.
2.3 Distal Shaft Modeling
2.3.1 Introduction
The purpose of modeling is to find the formulations that predict the pose of the
catheter tip in response to actuation displacements applied to the catheter handle.
The formulations will be utilized to design and implement the control strategy
that directs the catheter position when it is placed inside the cardiac chambers.
Evidently, given the uncertainties in the instantaneous configuration of the catheter
and its surrounding cardiovascular walls, the modeling cannot be accurate. On the
other hand, due to the availability of position feedback, a controller will be able to
achieve an acceptable tracking performance if an approximate and nonlinear model
can be formulated. The steerable section of a steerable catheter is its distal shaft.
To realize catheter navigation, the catheter tip or the distal-shaft end position must
be controlled. The catheter body, from handle to distal shaft base, transfers the
handle actuations to the distal shaft, and its effect on the shape of the distal shaft,
and its end pose is limited, if the distal shaft base pose is known. With this premise,
a model of the distal shaft is sought. More formally, the model will have to provide
a mapping from actuation space to end pose of the distal shaft:
Model : (translation, twist, steering)handle 7→ (x, y, z, ψ, ϑ, ϕ)distal (2.1)
where ψ, ϑ, ϕ are roll, pitch and yaw angles of the distal end respectively. In
this model, unknown forces acting on the catheter are not included as inputs, but
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the model could adapt its internal states to account for the effects of external
forces on the distal-shaft end pose. The inverse problem would require a reverse
map from the desired end pose to the handle actuation required to realize the
desired pose. Apparently in this model, the catheter is an under-actuated system,
and position and orientation of the distal-shaft end could exhibit coupling. In the
kinematic model developed in the upcoming sections, this coupling is demonstrated
and distal-shaft end position will be utilized to realize navigation.
We model the distal shaft as a continuum robot manipulator and taking ad-
vantage of control methodologies in the robotic literature, the catheter navigation
could be achieved. Robinson and Davies [46] have defined a continuum robot as
a robot with no distinct joints and rigid links. Instead, the robot bends along its
length continuously, similar to an elephant’s trunk and a squid’s tentacle. By this
definition, the distal shaft can be called a single-section continuum robot. Typi-
cally, the distal shaft sweeps a planar curve as it bends. Besides, the actuation
mechanism of the catheter is placed at its handle that lies outside the patient’s
body during the operation. By the definition of Robinson and Davies [46], this
means that the catheter is an extrinsic manipulator, as opposed to an intrinsic one
that entails the collocation of the actuators with the structure that undergoes mo-
tion. The distal shaft of the catheter can be considered a single-section extrinsic
planar continuum robot. By this definition, the distal shaft model is developed in
the subsequent sections.
2.3.2 Kinematic Model
Based on the principle proposed by Hannan, Walker and Jones [47, 48], and as
described in [44, 42], we model the distal shaft with rigid links and joints. The
model is depicted in figure 2.4. The coordinate frames are assigned according to
the Denavit-Hartenberg (D-H) convention [49].
It is assumed that the distal shaft bends with zero torsion, and with constant
curvature, due to its mechanical structure and in the absence of deforming external
forces. Zero torsion implies planar deflection, and the constant curvature means
that the bending section always takes the shape of a circular arc. The two assump-
tions are validated through static modeling and experimentation later on. Based
on the two assumptions, and with reference to figure 2.4, to reach from the base of
the distal shaft (O1) to the end of the bending section (O4) in three-dimensional
space, two rotations followed by one translation, and followed by two rotations are
required. As a result, the catheter model will be composed of three sections:
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Figure 2.4: Distal shaft model and the assigned D-H coordinate frames.
1. O0O1 - This section constitutes the virtual base of the distal shaft. The
translation of the distal shaft is represented by a prismatic joint. As the distal
shaft is always aligned with the catheter body just below the distal shaft base
(O1), the prismatic joint can suitably model the differential motion of the
distal shaft base, assuming the coordinate frames 0 and 1 are parallel. It is
noted that as long as the displacement of the body (d1) and not the actual
position of the model base is of concern, the prismatic joint can represent the
displacements.
2. O1O4 - The bending section of the distal shaft is represented by two revolute
joints, one prismatic joint and two revolute joints. Consequently, the flexible
bending section is modeled by rigid components.
3. O4O6 -This section represents the distal end of the catheter that is almost
rigid. It houses a number of electrocardiogram (ECG) electrodes and the ab-
lation cap. The ablation cap is considered the end-effector of the manipulator
model. The length of this section is an intrinsic parameter of the catheter
and is constant.
Based on the assigned D-H coordinate frames illustrated in figure 2.4, the D-
H parameters can be summarized in table 2.2. The curvature constancy and the
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Table 2.2: D-H Table. The distal end is unnumbered.
Link a α d θ Joint variable
1 0 0 d1 0 d1
2 0 π/2 0 θ2 θ2
3 0 π/2 0 π/2 + θ3 θ3
4 0 π/2 d4 0 d4
5 0 π/2 0 π + θ5 θ5
6 0 π/2 0 θ6 θ6
7 0 0 d7 0 d7
coupling between parameters yield θ5 = π/2 − θ3 and θ6 = π − θ2. The constant
length of the distal end (O4O6) is denoted by d7. The joint parameter θ3 is better
illustrated in figure 2.1.
Using table 2.2, the forward kinematics of the model is calculated. The homo-
geneous transformation matrix describing the position and orientation (pose) of the




2c2θ3 − sθ22 cθ2s2θ3 −cθ32s2θ2 cθ2(d4cθ3 + d7s2θ3)
cθ3
2s2θ2 sθ2s2θ3 −sθ22c2θ3 + cθ22 sθ2(d4cθ3 + d7s2θ3)
cθ2s2θ3 −c2θ3 −sθ2c2θ3 d1 + d4sθ3 − d7c2θ3
0 0 0 1
 (2.2)
The position vector obtained from equation 2.2 provides the basis for all the
kinematic calculations. Before studying the characteristics of the catheter model in
terms of the resultant workspace and its singularities, a static model of the distal
shaft deflection is also formulated in the subsequent section. The static model will
be utilized to verify the fundamental assumptions of constant curvature and zero
torsion.
2.3.3 Static Model
The kinematic modeling presented in section 2.3.2 is based on the assumptions that
the deflection occurs with constant curvature and zero torsion. In this section, to
demonstrate that the assumptions are valid and based on the mechanics of the







Figure 2.5: The effect of bending moment on a beam.
In case of the catheter plates, the tension in one wire causes exertion of a load
at the soldering point (see figure 2.3). This load or force is always parallel to the
surface of the plates and acts as a bending moment. The distal shaft is a beam
cantilevered at the ring where all the plates end. This point is fixed as the catheter
is deflected. As a result the distal shaft can be modeled as a cantilever beam with
a load at the free end. The effect of weight of the plates and the covering materials
are assumed to be negligible compared to the bending forces. The effect of bending





where M is the moment, θ angular deflection along the beam, s length of the beam
curve, E Young’s modulus of the material, and I the beam moment of inertia, ,
as illustrated in figure 2.5. The Bernoulli-Euler equation states that the bending
moment is proportional to the beam curvature (dθ/ds). For planar deflections, as







where x is the coordinate along the undeflected beam axis and y is the transverse





Equation (2.5) governs almost all planar elastic deflections. Dynamics and stat-
ics of deflections can be studied using this equation. Solving the equation for a
closed form solution is not readily possible. When the deflections are small, the
squared slope of the curve dy/dx can be assumed negligible. In this case the classical












Figure 2.6: (a) The cross-section of the distal shaft of a bidirectional catheter. (b)
The end moment load created by the pull wire tension force F at the distance d
from the centre line.
Small deflection assumes that C = 1
[1+(dy/dx)2]3/2
∼= 1. This assumption is valid
for small deflection angles (e.g., θ < 10 deg.) In our case, θ can go above 90 de-
grees. Consequently, catheter deflections cannot be approximated by small deflec-
tions model and large deflection analysis is required. When the beam curvature is
constant and the bending is planar, (2.3) is readily used to calculate the coordinates
of the free end of the beam with reference to its cantilevered end at equilibrium.
As depicted in figure 2.6, M can be found by
M = Fd, (2.7)
where F is the pull wire tension force, and d denotes the clearance of the pull-wire
end from the centre-line of the catheter. If the flexural rigidity of the catheter,
EI, is known, and no external load is applied to the catheter, the bending becomes
a statically determinate problem and can be solved numerically using the chain
algorithm, as described in [50]. However, the distal section is not a totally rigid
mechanism, and as it deflects, its mechanical structure deforms. As a result, unless
the exact configuration of the bent distal shaft structure is known, the flexural
rigidity cannot be analytically calculated.
To find the flexural rigidity experimentally, a model is required that can accu-
rately describe the deflection of a flexible structure like the catheter. On the other
hand, the model should provide a closed-form formulation for the flexural rigidity.
A pseudo-rigid body model [51] is such a model. In this model, the flexible beam is
approximated with two rigid links pivoted together with a dimensionless torsional
spring that emulates the beam’s resistance to deflection. The pivot is placed at the
distance γL from the free end, where γ is called the characteristic radius factor and






Figure 2.7: The bending section of the catheter and its cantilevered pseudo-rigid
model.
the tip deflection follows (2.8),
M = KΘ, (2.8)
where M is the end moment load, K is the spring constant, and Θ is the angle of





where κΘ represents the stiffness coefficient of the torsional spring, and EI is the
flexural rigidity of the beam. In end-moment loading, γ = 0.7346 and κΘ = 2.0643,
for deflection angles Θ ≤ 124.4◦ [51]. By substituting (2.9) and (2.8) into (2.7), the





Using (2.10) and (2.3), the two-dimensional coordinates of the catheter end tip in
response to a known force applied at the steering knob can be found. To summarize,
the following procedure is utilized to find the presumed constant curvature:
The static model end position in the bending plane can be calculated using
the chain algorithm [50] with the curvature value obtained through the above pro-
cedure. The chain algorithm essentially finds the end position by integrating the
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Algorithm 2.1 Experimental curvature calculation
1: Fixate the catheter such that the assumed bending plane perpendicular to
catheter’s central plate is known.
2: Apply a known static force (Fload in figure 2.1) to the steering knob, such that
the distal shaft bends and reaches an equilibrium shape.
3: Calculate the pull wire tension (F in figure 2.6) from Fload, i.e., F ∼=
Fload cos θknob.
4: Based on the actual position of the deflectable section end (x, y), find pseudo-
rigid angle of deflection Θ = arcsin y/(x− (1− γ)L.
5: Calculate flexural rigidity EI using (2.10).
6: Calculate end moment M using (2.7).
7: Calculate curvature (dθ/ds) at the deflectable section end, using (2.3).
curvature over a discretized length of the beam or the distal shaft in this case. If
the end position of the model and the actual position of the deflectable section
end correspond, the validity of zero torsion and constant curvature assumptions
are demonstrated. This methodology will be utilized in validation experiments de-
scribed in chapter 4. The only limitation in this methodology is that pseudo-rigid
model parameters κΘ and γ are valid for deflections less than 124.4
◦. The static
modeling is intended to show that the kinematic model assumptions are based on
the physics of distal shaft bending and the kinematic experiments will rigorously
investigate the validity of the model. As a results, the aforementioned limitation
in static modeling is justified. In the static experiments, the deflection angle will
not exceed this limit.
2.3.4 Model Workspace
Based on the developed kinematic model, the workspace of the distal shaft can be
studied. In order to construct the reachable workspace of the catheter using the
forward kinematics transformation (2.2), it is intuitive to start with one degree of
freedom (DOF) and then add the remaining DOFs one by one. Beginning with
the deflection, represented by θ3 in the model, figure 2.8(a) depicts the position
of the catheter tip as the catheter bends in its plane of deflection, assuming the
distal shaft base (O1 in figure 2.4) is at the origin or (Y, Z) = (0, 0). Apparently,
when the catheter is in straight configuration, the angle θ3 takes the value of π/2.
As the catheter bends in one direction, θ3 decreases till the bending segment end
touches the virtual base at the value of −π/2. If the catheter is bidirectional and
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it bends symmetrically, the mirror image of the profile with respect to the Z axis
will correspond to bending in the reverse direction.
By adding the twist angle (θ2) to the DOFs, the three-dimensional surface in
figure 2.8(b) is generated for −π
2
≤ θ3 ≤ π2 and 0 ≤ θ2 ≤ 2π. The cross-section of this
surface is the envelope in figure 2.8(a). It is noted that symmetrical bidirectional
catheters are redundant, and any point pi on the workspace in figure 2.8(b) is





Adding the last DOF, or the displacement d1, completes the reachable workspace
by shifting the 3D surface in figure 2.8(b) up or down in the Z direction, into the
3D volume that the catheter can reach. In practice, the catheter body does not
remain straight for large displacements and the shift is only valid for differential
translations of the body.
2.3.5 Differential Kinematics
In (2.2), parameters d1 and θ2 are directly actuated from the proximal end or
handle. Catheter insertion and retraction change d1, and catheter twist results in
the variations of θ2. How the catheter insertion/retraction/twist at the handle is
translated into the changes in d1 and θ2 is not predictable unless the configura-
tion of the entire body of the catheter and its contact zones with the surrounding
luminal structures, the friction at contact zones, and the flexural rigidity of both
the catheter body and the surrounding tissues are known. Due to the existence of
the preceding unknown parameters in real operation, to control the position of the
catheter, it is essential to identify the relationship between the actuation at the
handle and d1 and θ2 at the distal shaft on the fly.
The parameters θ3 and d4 are coupled and together characterize the deflection
of the distal section. As shown in figure 2.1, the curvature constancy of deflection
results in the distal shaft to form a circular arc. The two pull-wires form two parallel
arcs. The arcs subtend the angle α = π − 2θ3. The catheter is axially inextensible
and incompressible, which means the centre line of the catheter that represents the
catheter in the model also forms the arc. As a result, the effective length of the
arc is constant, i.e., L = Rα. This arc subtends the chord d4 = 2R cos θ3. After



































Figure 2.8: Catheter workspace for deflectable section length (L) of 60 mm and the
distal end length (d7) of 10 mm. The base of the distal shaft is at the origin. (a)
The position profile of the catheter tip as θ3 spans −π/2 to π/2. (b) The reachable
workspace of the catheter tip as θ3 spans −π/2 to π/2, θ2 spans −π to π, and
d1 = 0.
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Using (2.11), the number of variables in position vector obtained from (2.2)
reduces to three. This is a desirable result since it allows the construction of a
square 3×3 position Jacobian, required for workspace analysis and for position
control algorithms. The analytical position Jacobian is presented in (2.12) where s






































−θ3)2 ) + 2d7s(2θ3)

(2.12)
To obtain the orientation Jacobian, the geometric Jacobian is constructed yielding
a 6×6 matrix. After simplification of coupled joint parameters, the orientation
Jacobian is found as presented in (2.13). Clearly, the orientation depends only on
two parameters of θ2 and θ3.
Jω(θ2, θ3) =
 0 − cos θ2 sin(2θ3) 2 sin θ20 − sin θ2 sin(2θ3) −2 cos θ2
0 1 + cos(2θ3) 0
 (2.13)
The Jacobian matrices obtained above will be used in the analysis of model singu-
larities and in inverse kinematic control of the catheter position in the subsequent
sections.
2.3.6 Model Singularities
The catheter is modeled as a serial manipulator. In order to control the tip position
of the catheter, the singularities in the workspace are required to be analyzed as
well. At singular configurations, the mobility of the manipulator end-effector - or
the catheter tip in the model - locally decreases. In other words, in a subspace of
the manipulator joint variables, i.e., the null-space of its Jacobian, the changes in
the joint variables will not affect the end-effector pose.
Aside from the workspace boundaries that are singular by definition, at singular
configurations inside the reachable workspace, the Jacobian becomes rank-deficient,
subject to variable constraints −π
2
≤ θ3 ≤ π2 and 0 ≤ θ2 ≤ 2π. The position Jacobian
Jp is a 3×3 square matrix, so there is no row-rank deficiency and the determinant
of the Jacobian can be set to zero to find the singularities. Interestingly, the
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) + 2d7 cos(2θ3) = 0 (2.15)
Solving (2.14) and (2.15) yields two roots of θ3 = ±π/2, independent of d7 and
L. As mentioned earlier, when θ3 = π/2 the catheter is straight and any change
in θ2 does not affect the tip position. The same is true at θ3 = −π/2 when the
bending segment end O4 coincides with the virtual base O1. Consequently both
roots are intuitively justified. It is noted that the singularities in the distal shaft
configuration hold even if the modeling loses its fidelity.
The orientation Jacobian Jω (2.13) is singular as it is always rank-deficient,
because a column in Jω is zero. This means that the angular velocity vector at the
tip cannot be controlled arbitrarily by joint velocities. This important result reveals
the intrinsic mechanical property that catheter orientation is not controllable in
general, unless an external force deforms the catheter body to reach the same
position but at a different orientation. On the other hand, to reach a desired
orientation, the catheter cannot be positioned as desired. The shaft has three
independent degrees of freedom for actuation, which is sufficient for positioning
the catheter tip but insufficient for orienting the tip arbitrarily. In other words,
for each position in the catheter’s workspace, there is only one orientation that is
associated with the position. In fact, the hemispherical symmetry of the ablation
tip compensates for the lack of orientation control in the catheter. When the
catheter tip is at a desired position, the catheter can function regardless of the tip’s
orientation. The results are summarized formally as follows.
Corollary 1 (Position Singularities). The singular configurations of the catheter
tip’s reachable workspace are at θ3 = ±π2 . At these configurations, the twist angle
(θ2) does not affect catheter tip position.
Corollary 2 (Orientation Singularities). The orientable workspace of the catheter
tip is null, i.e., the orientation of the catheter tip cannot be configured arbitrarily
for a given position.
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2.4 Catheter Position Control
2.4.1 Inverse Kinematic Control
The objective of the system is to control the catheter’s tip position. The catheter’s
virtual joint parameters (q = [d1 θ2 θ3]
T ) are actuated at the handle. However,
the catheter is not composed of rigid links and direct measurement of virtual joint
parameters is not possible. To control the catheter tip position in lieu of uncertain
joint parameters, operation/task space control is the practical choice, as opposed
to joint space control [49]. In other words, the function of the controller is to take
the tip from its current position to a desired position, rather than changing joint
parameters in such a way that the desired position is achieved.
The positioning error p̃ is
p̃ = pd − pa, pd, pa ∈ R3. (2.16)
where pa is the actual position of the catheter tip, and pd is the desired position.
The controller’s objective is to position the catheter such that p̃ → 0 in a finite
time.
The catheter is modeled as a continuum manipulator. The model is basically a
multibody of rigid links and joints. To control the movement of rigid multibodies,
inverse kinematics is the available method. Jacobian transpose [52] and Jacobian
(pseudo) inverse [53] are the stable and common methods in inverse kinematics
control. Due to low convergence speed and sensitivity to noise, Jacobian transpose
method is not a suitable choice for real-time control of catheter position in the in-
tracardiac setting. Given that the kinematic model is non-redundant and the distal
shaft position Jacobian (2.12) is a square matrix, the Jacobian inverse provides a
solution for differential or resolved motion rate control [53]. Assuming δp ≡ p̃, the
estimated joint-space error vector δq is found,
δq = J−1p (q)δp. (2.17)
Figure 2.9 illustrates the control diagram for navigation using the task-space
Jacobian inverse method.
2.4.2 Damped Least Square Method
Jacobian inverse methods tend to produce very large joint velocities/displacements










Figure 2.9: Jacobian inverse position control diagram.
instability issue near singularities, a damped-least-square (DLS) method [54] is
utilized to obtain feasible joint motions at the cost of slower convergence. Using
this method, equation (2.17) changes to
[δd1 δθ2 δθ3]
T = JTp (JpJ
T
p + λI)
−1[δx δy δz]T , (2.18)




2 w < wt
0 w ≥ wt
, (2.19)
where w = det(Jp) and wt is the threshold below which the catheter is assumed
to be near singular configurations. Using (2.19) the position of the catheter tip
can be controlled from the base of the distal shaft. The DLS method is the same
Jacobian inverse when damping factor λ = 0, with proven stability and robustness
near singularities [55]. If the transfer of manipulations at the handle to the distal
shaft is formulated, catheter navigation can be achieved.
2.4.3 Handle Actuation
In the forward kinematics, five parameters: d1, θ2, θ3, d4, and d7 are present. The
displacement due to the pushing and pulling (d1) and the twist angle (θ2) are
directly actuatable. Also, the deflection angle (θ3) is actuated by the knob on the
catheter handle. The ablative section has a constant length d7 for any catheter
type. To formulate how actuations at the handle are transferred to the distal shaft,
the specific mechanism of the SteeroCath-T catheter is considered, as depicted in
figure 2.10.
By considering the mechanical structure of the catheter, the deflection angle is










Figure 2.10: Deflection mechanism of SteeroCath-T catheter.
loads and when the wires do not stretch under tension. deflection is only a function
of steering knob angle such that
θ3 = f(θknob), (2.20)
where θknob represents the rotation angle of the knob. When the knob is turned
and the distal shaft bends, the plates in the shaft deflect to form two parallel arcs.
The geometry of the arcs shown in figure 2.1 yields the relationship between the
knob angle and the deflection angle which is expressed as
∆l = (R1 −R2)α = rcam(1 + k3)θknob, (2.21)
where α is the angle subtending the arcs, 0 ≤ k3 ≤ 1 is the backlash factor to
account for the tension-free wire displacement, and R1 and R2 are radii of the two
arcs. In an ideal case, when both pull wires are tensioned, k3 = 1. In practice, the








Replacing α from (2.21) in (2.22) results in the following linear relationship




θknob + θ0 (2.23)
where θ0 denotes the steering dead-zone angle at near-zero deflection. However,
when the direction of knob rotation is changed, the wire that is slack undergoes
tension. The short length of the free wire in figure 2.1 must be traversed by the
cam before any tension can be exerted. As a result, the backlash phenomenon is
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intrinsic in the bending mechanism. In other words, the knob needs to be rotated
by the angle
θblknob = rcam(1− k3)Θknob, (2.24)
before reverse bending can occur and Θknob is the angle at which the direction of
the rotation is reversed at the knob. Equations (2.23) and (2.24) indicate that the
deflection angle is a hysteretic function of the knob rotation. This is examined and
validated by the experiments outlined in section 4.2.
Similar to the knob rotation angle, the handle twist is also estimated to follow
a linear relationship with the distal shaft rotation angle. The catheter body is
reinforced by braided steel wires in the cover and a spring-like steel tubing through
which the pull wires are threaded. It is intuitively expected that the construction
of the catheter body is relatively resistant to torsion and, the transfer of the twist
angle at handle to the shaft is estimated to be linear as follows:
θ2 = k2θtwist +B2, (2.25)
where k2 and B2 are the scalar parameters whose values depend on the friction in
the vascular path through which the catheter is threaded. k2 is a measure of rigidity
of the catheter body and its surrounding tubular structures, and B2 represents the
backlash that is expected when the direction is changed. The same relationship
can hold in the transfer of translation at the handle to the distal shaft, i.e.,
d1 = k1dhandle +B1. (2.26)
The time-varying parameters in (2.25) and (2.26) shall be identified in actual oper-
ation by the controller. In practice, the relationships between the handle actuations
and the resultant distal shaft parameters are not necessarily linear. Nonetheless,
the above formulas can be linearization of possibly higher order relationships, that
are identified and updated on the fly. This is in line with our Jacobian-based control
approach that linearizes non-linear geometry of the kinematic model at any given
point.
2.5 Navigation Architecture
Based on the methods developed for catheter modeling and inverse kinematic con-
trol, and after identification of how actuation is transferred from the handle to the






















Figure 2.11: Hierarchical navigation architecture.
of the tip of the catheter, the distal shaft joint parameters and the handle actua-
tion are all components of the navigation system, a hierarchical multi-level control
architecture is required. The navigation architecture is outlined in figure 2.11.
The components of the navigation architecture and their designated function-
alities follow.
 Trajectory Planner - To reach any target position automatically, a trajectory
needs to be planned to take the tip from its instantaneous position to the
target position. This trajectory could be a straight line to the target or a
more customized curve that avoids any anatomical structures on the way. If
not avoided, such anatomical structures will be obstacles that could hinder
the navigation to the target. The trajectory planner provides the desired
position vector pd = [x y z] to Task-space Control.
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 Task-space Control - Position control of the catheter tip is realized through
inverse kinematics using DLS method. Based on the desired (pd) and ac-
tual (pa) position vectors, the desired joint-space parameters δqd are found
by this component. Jacobian calculations require model joint parameters
(qa = [d1 θ2 θ3]) that are provided by Model Joint Parameterization compo-
nent. Task-space control can be used for “assisted” navigation of the catheter
toward target positions.
 Model Joint Parameterization - The virtual joints parameters of the distal
shaft model (q = [d1 θ2 θ3]) cannot be directly measured. The joint param-
eters are identified from pose measurements of the distal shaft and are fed to
the Joint-space Control and Task-space Control modules. The precision of
this parameterization in matching the reality of catheter shape is a critical
factor in a successful navigation. This component is further explained in the
subsequent chapter.
 Joint-space Control - This component is responsible for tracking the desired
joint-space parameters given the estimated virtual joint variables. Based on
the tracking error (e = δqd − δqa), and using the handle actuation model
developed in section 2.4.3, the required actuations at the handle are calculated
and provided to the Handle Actuation Control.
 Handle Actuation Control - This component controls the robotic actuation
mechanism that performs catheter handle manipulations. It interfaces with
the physical robot and its driver/motor control systems. Control at handle
actuation level can be used for “motorized” navigation of the catheter.
 Robotic Assistant - It is the mechanical system that replaces the interven-
tionalist’s hand and performs catheter manipulation as commanded by the
Handle Actuation Control.
With the presented scheme, the navigation can be realized utilizing only the
position feedback of the distal shaft of the catheter. In this scheme, no extra sen-
sory data is required to realize position control. The Trajectory Planner might rely
on external sensory and input devices to acquire the target position for naviga-
tion. The architecture described in this section, provides the foundation on which
the navigation system is implemented. This hierarchical structure provides the
flexibility to implement navigation in automatic, assisted, and motorized modes.
Navigation modes are described in the next chapter.
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2.6 Conclusion
In this chapter, the catheter’s distal shaft structure was studied. Based on the
mechanism of catheter’s deflection, a rigid model characterizing the motion of distal
shaft was developed, and its reachable workspace was studied. The singularities
of catheter model were also analyzed. It was concluded that with this model, due
to the limited number of DOFs, the catheter’s orientation and position cannot
be controlled simultaneously. As the position of the catheter is the subject of
navigation, this limitation does not pose a problem.
The rigid model is based on the assumption that catheter deflection is governed
by two principles of constant curvature and zero torsion. To demonstrate that the
assumptions are valid and rooted in the mechanics of the catheter’s distal shaft,
the statics of catheter deflection was studied and a methodology was presented to
verify the assumptions.
To control the position of catheter tip and realize navigation, inverse kinematic
control using DLS method was proposed and an architecture was designed to realize
navigation. The details and implementation of the navigation architecture, along





In chapter 2 an architecture was developed to realize catheter navigation. In this
chapter, the implementation of the architecture and the major components of the
navigation system are described. The internal mechanism of each component is
also explained, and the interactions between the components are outlined.
Based on the navigation scheme demonstrated in figure 2.11, the following com-
ponents of the system are identified. Figure 3.1 illustrates an overview of major
system components and their interactions. A conceptual setup of the system com-
ponents in catheterization lab is provided in figure 3.2.
Robotic Assistant - The robotic system that manipulates the catheter handle/body
and replaces the electrophysiologist’s hand. Section 3.2 provides the detailed
specifications of the constructed robotic mechanism.
Position Tracking - The catheter position feedback is the critical sensory data
required for the navigation. To track distal shaft’s position, the Aurora® elec-
tromagnetic (EM) measurement system (NDI, Waterloo, ON, Canada) is de-
ployed as elaborated in section 3.3.
3D Input - To allow for an intuitive mechanism for the electrophysiologist to di-
rect the navigation of the catheter, an input device capable of three-dimensional
position input is utilized along with the GUI. The operator can use this device
to command the navigation of the catheter, as described in section 3.4.











Figure 3.1: An overview of system components and their interactions.
Navigation Software - The heart of the navigation system is its software that
implements all the control algorithms, interfaces with robotic assistant, posi-
tion tracking, and other external components of the system, and provides the
graphical user interface (GUI) for the operator/interventionalist to supervise
and manage the navigation sequence. The software was named CathNav.
Section 3.5 provides the software design, and its features, functionalities, and
their implementation.
In addition to the system components, the calibration algorithm, model param-
eter estimation method, and coordinate systems conversion procedures are reviewed













Figure 3.2: Conceptual setup of the system in the catheterization lab. The main
coordinate systems (see section 3.6.3) are illustrated.
3.2 Robotic Assistant
3.2.1 Design Specification
The electrophysiologist manipulates the catheter handle/body by three DOFs:
twisting the handle/body to achieve twist at the distal shaft, controls the steering
knob to achieve deflection at the distal shaft, and inserting/retracting the catheter
into/from the entry port (e.g., femoral vein) to realize displacements at the distal
shaft. As the three DOFs are decoupled motions, the robotic platform can be con-
structed by assembling ready-made linear/rotary stages, each actuating one DOF.
The main advantage of ready-made stages is that all the precision machining is
done by the stage manufacturer, the backlash or slippage is usually negligible and
the package is conveniently sealed, all of which make such stages a suitable choice
for an academic prototype system. The stages can be actuated with stepper or
servo motors.
The platform shall be positioned beside the catheter entry port that is in the
upper thigh of the patient. The catheter is mounted on the robot, so that the robot
can perform the manipulations on the catheter. The platform can be composed of
a linear slide for insertion/retraction of the catheter, and a rotary stage that is
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Figure 3.3: The conceptual design of a robotic assistant composed of linear and
rotary stages.
mounted on top of the slide. A fixture containing the housing of the catheter
handle needs to be designed and mounted on the rotary stage parallel to the linear
slide. On the housing, a second low-speed low-profile rotary stage will be installed
which turns the steering knob on the handle. The design concept is illustrated in
figure 3.3.
The specifications for the stages of the robotic assistant are summarized in table
3.1. The travel range is given based on the catheter’s specification, assuming that
catheter insertion prior to intracardiac navigation is performed manually. The reso-
lution and accuracy parameters are based on the measurement system capabilities.
Appendix A provides more details on how the specifications are calculated. Com-
pared to human operator’s performance in catheter manipulation, the accuracy is
beyond human capabilities. Resolution and speed are subject to limits of human
motor control, no study of which is available in the context of catheterization.
The catheter operates on the principle that a flexible tube can transfer motion
from one end to the other when constrained in a luminal structure. When the
robotic assistant operates, a proximal portion of the catheter body lies outside of
the patient body. This flexible portion is not constrained, and can kink and bend
that limits the effective transfer of the handle twist and translation to the distal
shaft effectively. A telescopic tubular mechanism that constrains the catheter body
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Table 3.1: The specifications for linear and rotary stages of the robot.
Parameter Linear translation Handle twist Knob control
Travel Range 24.22 cm ±540◦ ±45◦
Resolution 0.2 mm 0.1◦ 0.025◦
Accuracy 0.3 mm 0.2◦ 0.05◦






Figure 3.4: The conceptual diagram of a telescopic mechanism between the catheter
handle and its port of entry into an introducer sheath.
between the handle and the port of entry resolves this issue. The mechanism
has to keep the proximal section straight, while allowing for its insertion into and
retraction from the port of entry. It should also allow the catheter to twist. The
range covered by this mechanism from full retraction to full expansion depends
on the size of the animal/patient and the catheter itself. Figure 3.4 provides a
conceptual diagram of a three-section telescopic mechanism in operation. For the
standard catheter length of 110 cm, the length of the mechanism could vary between
20 cm (fully retracted for a large animal) to 70 cm (fully expanded, for an adult
patient).
3.2.2 Constructed Robot
The constructed robotic assistant is composed of stages manufactured by Velmex,
Inc. (Bloomfield, NY). The specifications of the robot is presented in table 3.2.
The robotic assistant is illustrated in figure 3.5. The stages are all operated by
stepper motors coupled with shaft encoders. The motors operate at 400 steps per
revolution. The encoders are 400 counts per revolution and when used in quadrature
mode provide 1/4 step resolution, yielding 0.0125◦ and 0.05◦ resolution for handle
twist and knob control stages respectively. The linear stage, is composed of a lead
screw providing a translation of 0.4 inch per turn coupled directly with the stepper
motor’s shaft. The handle twist stage has a gearbox with a reduction ratio of 72:1.
The knob control stage has a gearbox ratio of 90:1. The linear stage has two limit
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Table 3.2: The specifications of the constructed robotic assistant.
Parameter Linear translation Handle twist Knob control
Model Number BiSlide MN10-0100-E04-21 B4818TS B5990TS
Travel Range 25.4 cm - -
Resolution 0.0254 mm 0.05◦ 0.01◦
Accuracy 0.0762 mm 0.2◦ 0.05◦
Max Speed 304.8 mm/s 200◦/s 40.2◦/s
Max Power/Torque 56.49 Nm 56.49 Nm 2.26 Nm
switches at both ends, and each rotary stage has a zero reference switch.
The linear stage acts as the base of the robot. The handle twist rotary stage
is attached to a vertical post mounted on the sliding plate of the linear stage. An
L-shaped adapter piece was attached to the twist rotary stage. On the adaptor the
knob control rotary stage was mounted. A small fixture machined to couple the
steering knob was assembled on the knob control stage. A sliding fixture was also
mounted on the L-shaped adapter to hold the catheter handle coupled with the knob
control rotary stage. The sliding feature of the fixture allows for easy mounting and
unmounting of the catheter handle. In animal experiments described in chapter 5,
the robot was mounted on an adjustable stand so that the height and angle of the
catheter could be adjusted with respect to the animal body and point of entry.
The three motors of the assembly are driven and controlled by a pair of master-
slave VXM stepping motor controllers (Velmex Inc., Bloomfield, NY) each capable
of controlling two motors simultaneously. VXM connects to the computer via RS-
232 serial interface at up to 38400 bits per second data rate. The three shaft
encoders are connected to a four-channel encoder interface (USB1, US Digital,
Vancouver, WA). The encoder interface provides the encoder readings to the host
computer via a USB2 interface. Further details on how the navigation software
controls the robotic assistant is provided in section 3.5.
3.3 Position Tracking
Electromagnetic (EM) tracking is becoming an established medical navigation tool.
Aurora® (NDI, Waterloo, ON, Canada) is an EM tracking system with verified














Figure 3.5: Three degree-of-freedom robotic assistant. The catheter handle is
mounted on the robot.
an RMS accuracy of 0.6 mm in position and 0.4◦ in orientation. The precision values
are 0.4 mm and 0.2◦ in position and orientation, respectively. Both precision and
accuracy figures are at normal operating conditions where no source of distortion
is present.
The Aurora® system is composed of three main components:
 Field Generator - It generates an electromagnetic field realizing the measure-
ment volume for the system. The sensors are tracked within the measurement
volume. In the deployed system, the volume is a cube of 50×50×50 cm.
 System Control Unit (SCU) - It powers the field generator, interfaces with
the sensors and provides the measurement readings through a serial RS-232
interface to the host computer. The measurements can be read at an update
rate of 40 Hz.
 Flexcord sensors - Each sensor coil can provide a 5 or 6 DOF pose reading.
Each sensor connects to SCU through a Sensor Interface Unit (SIU). 6DOF
sensors are actually two 5 DOF coils fixed relative to each other and secured
in a polyimide tube. Figure 3.6(a) displays the schematics of a 6DOF sensor
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coil. For each sensor, the measurements are provided in terms of the 3D
vector of position coordinates and a quaternion representing the orientation,
with respect to the field generator’s coordinate frame, shown in figure 3.2. In
5DOF measurements, the rotation of a sensor around its lengthwise axis is
not measured.
Two sensor coils were used to track the catheter position and to estimate the
catheter model’s joint parameters. One sensor coil was attached to the base of
the distal shaft (at O1 in figure 2.4) and the other sensor was attached to the tip
section (O4O6 in figure 2.4). Figure 3.6(b) shows a close-up of the sensors attached
to the distal shaft. The sensors were glued to the shaft using contact cement and
then were rubber-coated for a better bond and seal. In order to match the model
with catheter’s actual position, the pose readings from the sensors were calibrated so
that the base sensor represented O1 and the readings from the tip sensor yielded the
position of O4 and O6. Sensor attachment and calibration procedures are presented
in section 3.6.1. A heat shrink tubing was used as a sheath that covered the
catheter body and sensor wires that ran along the catheter body in parallel. The
added thickness of the sensors and the sheath, increased the asymmetric tracked
catheter’s diameter to 15-18F. The sheath-covered tracked catheter will be referred
to as catheter assembly henceforth.
3.4 3D Input Device
To control the position of the catheter tip and to navigate the catheter in the 3D
space, a 3D input mechanism is required. The 3D input allows the system operator
to enter a 3D vector of displacements or positions. The navigation software provides
the option to enter such a value through the keyboard. However, keyboard input is
not an intuitive choice for use in the operating room. The regular computer mouse
lacks a third dimension. A 3D input device is required for this purpose.
A 3D mouse named SpaceNavigator(3Dconnexion, Fremont, CA) was first
selected as the navigation console. A picture of this device is provided in figure
3.7(a). The device was integrated with CathNav and was tested to control the
catheter position. However, the coupling between the mouse’s three DOFs due
to its input mechanism and its small form factor undermined precise input to the
computer. For instance, it was very difficult to command a displacement along a
specific axis. It was also difficult to adjust the absolute value of the displacement
as desired. As a result, a better input device was sought.
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Aurora 6DOF Sensor (8700468.002) Data Sheet
Introduction
This data sheet is applicable to the Aurora®  6DOF Sensor, Part Number 8700468.002.01. For further information on your Aurora 
System, refer to the documentation that was delivered with the system.
The Aurora 6DOF Sensor consists of two five degrees of freedom (5DOF) sensors, fixed relative to each other and secured in a 
polyimide tube. It provides position and orientation data in six degrees of freedom (6DOF). Its small size allows it to be integrated 
into applications where space restriction is a design factor.
Description
The Aurora 6DOF Sensor consists of two 5DOF sensors, each mounted on a printed circuit board (pcb). Each sensor has a resistance 
of ~95 Ω. The two pcbs are fixed together, forming a sub-assembly of two sensors that are fixed relative to each other. The sub-
assembly is housed inside a polyimide tube. A dimension reference drawing is shown below.
To integrate the Aurora 6DOF Sensor in a tool, you must use a generic tool definition file (8700468.rom). This file is located at the 
Aurora Software section of the NDI Support Site at:
http://support.ndigital.com
Program this file into the tool’s Serial Read Only Memory (SROM) device, using NDI’s 6D Architect (6DA) (must be version 3 or 
later) software or load it directly in the memory of the Aurora System. The file contains sensor characterization information and may 
be further customized by 6DA to include additional data, for example, offsets and tool serial numbers. (Do not change “Tool Class” 
(from “6DOF Tool”) or the relative positions/orientations of the two sensors.)
The Aurora 6DOF Sensor is supplied with 4 m flying leads, arranged as two twisted pairs. To be consistent with the tool definition 
file, the connections between the Aurora 6DOF Sensor and the (10 pin) tool connector must be made as follows:
Tool Connector Pin # Wire Colour Connection
1 Red Sensor 1 Start of sensor 1
2 Blue End of sensor 1
3 Green Sensor 2 Start of sensor 2
4 Blue End of sensor 2
Polyimide Tube
OD = O 1.8
9.0 ± 0.2 4000






Figure 3.6: (a) The schematics of a 6DOF flexcord. (b) Aurora®sensors attached





Figure 3.7: (a) SpaceNavigator3D mouse. (b) Falcon 3D input device.
3D Joysticks are also possible choices, but due to their low resolution and range
of input, such devices are not suited for this application. Falcon (Novint, Albu-
querque, NM) is a low-cost 3D input device with an intuitive input mechanism,
designed similar to a Delta parallel robot [59]. The device is illustrated in figure
3.7(b). It has a 3D workspace of 10×10×10 cm with a position resolution of 400
dpi3 or 0.635 mm. It can also generate a force feedback of more than 2 lbs. The
force feedback feature of the device is not used in CathNav currently, but it could
be utilized in future developments to provide some form of tactile feedback to the
operator. This possibility is further discussed in chapter 6.
The 3D input vector is used in assisted mode of navigation in the software, as
described in the subsequent section.
3.5 Navigation Software
3.5.1 Introduction
CathNav, the navigation software developed in this project, is the core component
that interfaces with all the devices of the system, provides the user interface for
3dots per inch
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the operation of the system and implements the navigation architecture presented
in section 2.5. In the following subsections, the software functionality, design and
inner mechanisms are presented.
3.5.2 Software Functionality
The main function of CathNav software is to interface with the various devices of
the system to realize navigation through the collective control of all the devices.
The hardware interfaces of the devices include:
1. Motor controllers - The pair of VXM controllers interface with the computer
through one RS-232 serial interface at the data rates up to 38400 bits per
second (bps).
2. Encoder interface - The USB1 encoder reader device interfaces with the com-
puter through one USB 1.0 interface, at the speed of up to 12 mbps. It can
sample up to four encoders at the rates of up to 1.5 MHz for quadrature cycle
input.
3. Aurora®- It interfaces with the computer at the speed of 112,500 bps. Up to
four sensor pose readings are provided at the rate of 40 Hz.
4. Falcon input device - It interfaces with the computer through a USB 2.0
interface at an update rate of 1000 Hz.
CathNav is installed on a portable computer that does not have any serial inter-
face. Both Aurora® and VXM serial interfaces connect to the computer through
USB-to-Serial adaptors. As a result, a total of four USB devices are connected to
the computer via a four-port USB hub. The software is developed in Visual Stu-
dio 2005 environment in Visual C++ programming language and runs on Windows
Vista operating system. It is written utilizing object orienting programming (OOP)
methodologies and is based on MFC (Microsoft Foundation Classes). For vector,
quaternion and matrix processing, VL Vector Libraries [60] were utilized.
CathNav is responsible for initialization, configuration, and operation of the
devices. Each device communicates with the computer through its own communi-
cation protocol and driver interface at different data rates with different sampling
rates. The main requirement of CathNav is to control the system devices with their
heterogeneous interfaces so that real-time catheter navigation can take place. To
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achieve this goal, the software design cannot follow the traditional single-thread se-
quential programming paradigm. The design of CathNav and how it accomplishes
this requirement is elaborated on in the following section.
3.5.3 Software Design
CathNav’s main function is to implement closed loop real-time position control
of the catheter. This means the readings from external devices are needed to be
provided to the controller at the rate equal to the bandwidth of the controller and
the controller’s output must be issued to the devices at the same rate. Real-time
control of multiple input/output (I/O) devices requires a multi-threaded approach
to software development. In this approach, the software is composed of a number
of parallel subprocesses or threads, each communicating with one or more devices.
Although the computer has only one CPU (central processing unit), the threads
can share the CPU by divining the CPU time between each other and by releasing
the CPU when blocked on an I/O operation. The threads share the same memory
space within the program. However, they need synchronization and inter-process
communication (IPC) mechanisms so that they can coordinate the division of the
processing tasks between them. CathNav was designed to realize the task of real-
time navigation following a multi-threaded paradigm.
The input/output mechanism of each device of the system determines whether
a dedicated thread is required to handle data communication with the device. To
reach the overall software design, the I/O mechanism of the devices are revisited:
1. Motor controllers - The VXM accepts program code written in the form of an
ASCII string through the serial interface. The VXM runs the program and
returns a special character (‘^’) indicating it is ready to accept new command
codes. Using the VXM driver, CathNav needs to issue a command, wait
for the response and then issue a new command. The controllers cannot be
interrupted or receive a new command while the previously issued command
is being executed. It turns out that VXM is the slowest device that CathNav
communicates with. To achieve the fastest communication rate possible, a
dedicated thread is required to issue a new command upon acknowledgement
of the previous command received from the VXM on the serial port.
2. Encoder interface - The driver for the encoder interface, provides the latest
encoder readings through a simple function call. CathNav does not need to
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busy-wait for the response, as it returns without delay. No dedicated thread
is required to call this function.
3. EM Sensor - Aurora® has a specific protocol for text or binary communication
with the host computer. After initialization, to read latest sensor measure-
ments, a command is issued to Aurora® through the serial interface, and the
response is received within 25 ms. A thread is required to scan Aurora® at
the fastest rate possible.
4. Falcon input device - The driver provides the position readings through a
call-back mechanism. The call-back function updates the readings every 1
ms. Similar to the encoder interface, no dedicated thread is required for this
device.
Two dedicated threads are required to handle communication with four devices
as summarized above. The controller can have a separate thread that receives po-
sition feedback from Aurora® and controls the robotic assistant through the VXM
based on the operator input from 3D input device or GUI. This thread can imple-
ment the navigation architecture, seen in figure 2.11. Figure 3.8 illustrates CathNav
software components and the data flow between them. As seen in the figure, Auro-
raThread realizes communication with Aurora® system and saves pose readings in a
data structure called AuroraData. This data structure is guarded with a semaphore
through which access to pose readings is synchronized between AuroraThread and
ControlThread. ControlThread performs the main task of navigation and issues
commands to VXMThread. VXMThread implements the low-level control of the
robot actuators through VXM.
CathNav is the main program that launches all the threads. The main CathNav
process implements the graphical user interface (GUI) of the system. The user op-
erates the system through the GUI. CathNav controls the operation of the threads
based on the user input received from GUI. The CathNav navigation features and
GUI are presented in the subsequent sections.
3.5.4 Navigation Levels
The main task of CathNav is to realize navigation. Utilizing a flexible design, based
on hierarchical navigation architecture presented in section 2.5, CathNav provides


























































































































































































































































































































Motorized Navigation - At this level, the operator can command the three DOFs
of the robotic assistant directly. Through the CathNav user interface the
operator can twist, bend and translate the catheter by directly moving the
stages of the robot. This feature is available so that the convenience of manual
manipulation can be utilized with precise and direct control of the robot. The
commands issued at this level constitute the set points of handle actuation
control.
Assisted Navigation - Using the 3D input device, or through CathNav user inter-
face, the operator can provide direction vectors to the task-space controller.
This way the system can move the catheter tip as commanded by the op-
erator. At this level, the catheter manipulations to move the catheter in
the commanded directions are calculated and realized automatically by the
system.
Automatic Navigation - At the highest level, only the target position vector is
provided to CathNav’s trajectory planner and the system takes the catheter
tip from its current position to the commanded target position.
By the three modes of navigation available in CathNav, the operator has a
new set of tools to utilize for effective catheter steering and navigation. The next
section, describes the CathNav user interface.
3.5.5 Graphical User Interface
The graphical user interface (GUI) of the system serves as the control panel through
which a user such as an electrophysiologist can supervise and manage the operation
of the navigation system. Through the GUI, the user monitors the status of the
system and the sensor readings, issues commands to the navigation system, and
directly manipulates catheter handle through the system. Figure 3.9 illustrates the
main window of the GUI.
In figure 3.9, the window is divided into four main areas each serving a specific
functionality, described as follows.
1. Aurora - The user can initialize and reset Aurora® system, activate sensor
ports and start/stop tracking of the sensors. In tracking mode, the actual
sensor data (position ps and orientation ωs in figure 3.8) is read continuously








































group box. Various Aurora® system parameters are also displayed in this
area.
2. Navigation - This area is the main section of the GUI. The group boxes in
this area include:
 Controller - Through the user controls provided in this group box, the
operator can enter the 3D set points (δpd) for the task-space controller
for assisted navigation. Automatic navigation is also commanded from
this area. CathNav displays messages to the user regarding its current
status of the navigation or control tasks in this area. The operator can
override the navigation at any instant by pressing the ‘STOP’ button
in this area, to safely halt automatic navigation or to restart navigation
to a different target. A stop-watch timer is also provided in this section
that is used to measure the duration of different manoeuvres in the
experiments.
 Falcon Input - The input received from the Falcon (δpd in figure 3.8) is
displayed in this box. The sensitivity to the device inputs is also adjusted
here. δpd is scaled by the sensitivity level factor. Higher sensitivity levels
imply desired position pd provided to task-space controller is further
away from the current position pa.
 Encoder Readings - In this box, the current position of robotic assistant
actuators (qma in figure 3.8) are displayed. Each encoder’s counter is
read as quadrature pulse counts and is converted to the displacement
position or rotation angle of their corresponding Velmex stages.
 Manual Control - This area provides the facility to directly manipulate
the catheter handle as desired for motorized navigation. The operator
can enter the desired handle parameters (qhandle in figure 3.8) through
this area. In in-vivo validation experiments, described in chapter 5 , this
feature is also used to return the catheter to a base position. “Undo
Tracking” button in this box allows the user to command the system to
reverse all the manipulations performed on the handle during a naviga-
tion session, to return the catheter to its original position.
 VXM Interface - Through this box, the user can send commands to the
VXM directly. Various manipulation scenarios can be readily chosen in
this box. The scenarios manipulate the handle through different tra-
jectories and return back to the beginning position. This feature was
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developed and utilized extensively in in-vitro validation experiments,
presented in chapter 4.
 Spatial Distance - This graph tool displays the task-space controller’s
performance in terms of the distance of the catheter tip to the target
position set for the controller (|pd − pa| in figure 2.11) in mm versus
time in seconds. In other words, the overall performance of navigation
is readily displayed in this graph.
3. Joint Space Controller Graphs - This area contains graphs that display the
performance of the joint-space controller. The three graphs on the left display
the actual joints differential displacement (δqa). The corresponding graphs
on the right, are the desired joint parameters (δqd) as set by the task-space
controller. All joint displacements (in mm or degrees) are plotted versus the
joint-space controller’s iterations.
4. Joint Parameters - The twist and deflection angles (θ2 and θ3) in degrees are
plotted versus joint-space controller’s iterations in the two graphs in this area.
3.6 Underlying Algorithms
To achieve catheter navigation, CathNav relies on some fundamental algorithms
for calibration, model parameters estimation and measurement, and conversion of
coordinate systems between the Aurora® system, the 3D input device, the robotic
assistant and the distal shaft model. In this section, those algorithms are reviewed.
3.6.1 Position Calibration
The most critical component of the navigation system is the position tracking of
the catheter’s distal shaft. Aurora® system provides the position and orientation
of the sensor coils located inside the measurement volume of its field generator.
However, the sensor readings do not represent a point on the catheter’s centre line.
The kinematic model provides an estimate of catheter’s centre line configuration.
To utilize the proposed modeling in navigation, the position of actual points on
catheter’s centre line are inferred from the sensor readings. As mentioned in section
3.3, two 6DOF sensors are used to represent the base and the end of the deflecting
section of distal shaft. There is an offset between the actual points on the catheter
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and the sensors. This offset needs to be found through a calibration process prior
to the deployment of the system.
The offset is used to adjust the sensor readings during the actual operation of the
system. However, prior to finding this offset, a suitable arrangement of the sensors
attached to the distal shaft must be devised. The sensors should be attached to the
catheter minimizing their adverse effects on the dynamic properties of the catheter
(e.g., bending and flexibility). The sensor coils are rigid and their wires are flexible.
As a result, the coil cannot be attached to a the flexible section of the distal shaft.
Figure 3.10 depicts possible sensor configurations with respect to the distal
shaft. In all configuration, the tip sensor is mounted on the side of the bending
plane of distal shaft, so that it does not restrict the catheter’s deflection in both
directions. By attaching both sensors to one side of the catheter, as seen in figure
3.10(a) it is possible to assume that the sensors are located at the centre line of a
virtual catheter passing through the sensors, and no special correction of position
readings would be required. In this case however, the sensor wires would have to
overlap in the catheter assembly and distal shaft bending might be disrupted by
the wires.
An ideal case could be to attach the sensors on both sides of the catheter, as
shown in figure 3.10(b). When the distal shaft is lying straight as in the figure,
the average of position readings will yield the middle point on the distal shaft’s
centre line and the calibration can be simplified. The symmetry of this configu-
ration, results in a smooth and symmetric catheter assembly as well. However,
such configuration results in the maximum diameter of the assembly which is not
desired.
The third possibility, shown in figure 3.10(c), does not pose the issues of the
other two options. The configuration of the sensors on the catheter in figure 3.6
follows this scheme. It is noted that the smoothness of the catheter surface with
attached sensors as well as the overall diameter is an important practical issue.
Smaller and smoother assembly facilitates insertion and deployment in-vivo.
To find the parameters of kinematic model (see figure 2.4), the position vectors
of O1 and O4, or both ends of the deflectable section are needed. The distal tip
position O6 is also required as the navigation goal is to control distal tip position.
This means from the position readings of the two sensors, three landmark positions
(O1, O4, O6) have to be calculated. The relative position of the landmarks with
respect to the sensors can be assumed constant. Each sensor has its own coordinate
system that is constant too. If the vector connecting base sensor (S1) to O1 is
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Figure 3.10: Possible configurations of Aurora® sensor coils attached to the distal
shaft of the catheter. The top view of the distal shaft is demonstrated on the left
with the sideview’s cross section on the right. The dot on the sensor coil represents
its centre point whose position is reported. The dots on the catheter are O1 and
O4. (a) Both sensors are attached to one side aligned with each other . (b) Each
sensor is attached to one side of the catheter. (c) Tip sensor is attached to the side
and the base sensor is attached on the top.
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found through calibration, it can be used to map base sensor position to distal
shaft base position. Similarly, the tip sensor (S2) position can be mapped to O4
and O6. The resultant mapping vectors will be the characteristic parameters of any
specific catheter assembly, that can be experimentally found once and then utilized
in navigation. The vectors are demonstrated in figure 3.11. The X and Y and Z























































Figure 3.11: (a) Base sensor calibration vectors, (b) Tip sensor vectors along with
a third sensor used for calibration.
In the following, all position vectors are in Aurora®field generator’s coordinate
frame which serves as the global coordinate system across all navigation modules.
Position readings of the sensor coils are by default in Aurora® coordinate frame.
In all the calibration algorithms to follow, coordinate system conversion is the main
component that is explained in section 3.6.3. The calibration vector for O1, denoted
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by ~v1 is calculated as,
S ~v1 =
S~a+ S~b (3.1)
where S~a = (0, 0, lS/2)
T in sensor coordinate frame and |S~b| = rS + rC . lS
denotes the length of the sensor coil, rS is the radius of the coil, and rC is the
radius of the distal shaft. A similar relationship holds for the tip sensor,
S ~v4 =
S~a+ S~b (3.2)
where S~a = (0, 0,−lS/2) in sensor coordinate frame and |S~b| = rS + rC . To find
vector S~b, the following procedure is used:
Algorithm 3.1 Finding calibration vector ~b
1: repeat
2: Fixate the catheter assembly so that vector ~b is vertical visually
3: A~b = (−(rS + rC), 0, 0), where A~b is vector ~b in Aurora® coordinate system
4: Convert vector A~b to sensor coordinate frame vector S~b
5: Record the newly found S~b
6: until error criterion is met
7: The mean calculated S~b vector is assumed to be the actual ~b
In algorithm 3.1, to achieve a 95% confidence interval in calibration, the error
criterion could be defined as (t0.025,n−1σ|S~b|/
√
n) < εd where n is the number of
measurement repetitions, t0.025,n−1 stands for 95% confidence t-distribution quantile
at n − 1 degrees of freedom, σ|S~b| is the standard deviation of |S~b| measurements
and εd is the desired precision [61].
Tip position vector S ~v6 is found using a third sensor coil (S3), through the
following steps:
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Algorithm 3.2 Finding calibration vector ~v6
1: repeat
2: Fixate a third Aurora® sensor coil so that its centre touches the tip of the
catheter (O6), as in figure 3.11(b)
3: Let ~S2 and ~S3 be the position readings from the tip and the third sensor
respectively
4: Construct vector A ~v6 = ~S3 − ~S2
5: Convert vector A ~v6 to
S ~v6 in sensor coordinate frame
6: Record the newly found A ~v6
7: until error criterion is met
8: The mean calculated S ~v6 vector is assumed to be the actual ~v6
In algorithm 3.2, the error criterion is defined for S ~v6 similar to algorithm 3.1.
In fact, vector ~v6 found through the above procedure provides the position of a
point at a distance rs from O6.
When calibrated ~v1, ~v4 and ~v6 are found, the position vectors of distal shaft base
(O1), distal end of the deflecting section (O4), and tip of the catheter (O6) can be
calculated at any configuration, as follows.
Algorithm 3.3 Finding distal shaft model key positions
1: Convert ~v1, ~v4 and ~v6 to Aurora
® coordinate frame
2: ~O1 = ~S1 +
A ~v1, where ~S1 is the position vector of the base sensor
3: ~O4 = ~S2 +
A ~v4, where ~S2 is the position vector of the tip sensor
4: ~O6 = ~S2 +
A ~v6
3.6.2 Model Parameters Estimation
Catheter model’s parameters, including translation d1, twist angle θ2 and deflection
angle θ3 are the key data required for navigation. However, as the catheter is a
flexible device, finding the rigid model parameters is inherently challenging. The
sensor configuration and the method to measure position of the base of the distal
shaft (O1), the end of the deflectable section (O4) and the tip of the catheter (O6)
were outlined in section 3.6.1. In this section, the algorithms to extract model
parameters from pose measurements are explained.
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Parameter estimation for joint-space control
For joint-space control, the differential variations of joint parameters (δqa = (δd1, δθ2, δθ3))
are required. The differential variations are calculated directly from pose measure-
ments at two consecutive sensor readings. In the following, we assume the consec-
utive measurements occur at time instants t1 and t2. All the measured vectors are
assumed to be in the Aurora® coordinate system. All scalar joint parameters are
found so that they correspond to the model parameters as illustrated in figure 2.4.
Translation
The translation parameter (d1) calculation is straight-forward using the consecutive
positions for O1, calculated from S1 readings as elaborated in section 3.6.1 . The
magnitude of the displacement vector yields the translation,
δd1 ∼= | ~O1(t2)− ~O1(t1)| sign( A ~zS(t1) · ( ~O1(t2)− ~O1(t1))) (3.3)
where A ~zS is the unit vector along the Z axis of base sensor (S1) in Aurora
® co-
ordinate frame, calculated by converting unit vector S ~zS = (0, 0, 1)
T to Aurora®
coordinate frame, as described in the subsequent section. To find the direction of
translation, the displacement of catheter is projected on the sensor’s Z axis that
is always pointing in the positive direction. Using formula 3.3, if the distal shaft
base is translated parallel to the centre line of base sensor (S1) toward the tip of
the sensor coil, a positive translation is measured. Motion in the opposite direction
results in a negative translation measurement.
Twist angle
To measure the twist angle (θ2), a method is required to find out how much the
distal shaft base has been rotated around the catheter’s centre line. Base sensor
S1 orientation readings can be used to measure the rotation angle of the sensor.
To relate the sensor’s rotation angle to the twist angle at O1, we use the following
principle from plane geometry:
When a plane is rotated by an angle β about a vector normal to the plane, any
vector in the plane is rotated by the angle β.
Base sensor S1 is attached parallel to distal shaft base. This means any twist
at the base, is a rotation about a normal to XY plane of S1 local frame, i.e., its
ZS axis (see figure 3.11(a)). As a result, the rotation measured in XY plane will











Figure 3.12: Catheter projection in O1 coordinate frame.
rotation angle, e.g.,
δθ2 = arccos(
A ~yS(t1) · A ~yS(t2)) (3.4)
where A ~yS is the unit vector along the Y axis of S1, calculated by converting unit
vector S ~yS = (0, 1, 0)
T to Aurora® coordinate frame, as described in the subse-
quent section. Formula 3.4 yields the absolute value of δθ2. The sign of the twist
angle is defined by the direction of actual twist operated at the handle.
Deflection angle
Measurement of the deflection angle can also be simplified cultivating the trigono-
metric relationships in figure 3.12. In this figure, the deflection angle can be found
by projecting
−−−→











O1O4 = ~O4 − ~O1. Using formula 3.5, the differential deflection angle can be
calculated as
δθ3 = θ3(t2)− θ3(t1). (3.6)
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Parameter estimation for task-space control
Differential joint parameters are calculated based on Aurora® sensor readings, as
described in the preceding section. However the actual value of joint parameters
(qa) is not known yet. In other words, the actual values of translation d1, twist
angle θ2 and deflection angle θ3 are yet to be determined. The joint parameters are
used in all Jacobian-based calculations and a successful navigation depends on the
accurate estimation of the parameters.
One approach in finding model parameters is to integrate the differential val-
ues found previously. However integration is susceptible to measurement noise and
inaccuracy and accumulates the noise offset in all measurement readings. In ad-
dition, the initial value of each parameter is not known for integration. A better
approach is to find the best matching parameters of the model, i.e., find the model
parameters that minimize the tip position estimation error. Using equation 2.2,
the position estimated by the model is
















π−2θ3 s2θ3 − d7c2θ3
 (3.7)
The task-space parameter estimation problem is formalized as follows:
qa = argmin
d1=0,0≤θ2<2π,−π≤θ3≤π
(pa − pm) (3.8)
where pa =
−−−→
O1O6 is the actual position vector of the catheter tip in O1 coordinate
frame. The solution to this problem can be found by brute force search, spanning
the whole parameter space with a given resolution step. However, task-space pa-
rameter estimation is a classical multi-variable optimization problem and can be
solved using the methodologies available in the optimization literature. In CathNav,
the problem is solved in two ways. In the initialization phase, to ensure finding the
global minimum, the brute force search is utilized to find the best model parameters
matching the configuration of the catheter. Despite the slower speed in finding the
parameters, brute-force search is chosen because the solution is guaranteed to be
found, the computation time is not a concern in initialization.
During the navigation, a three-dimensional Newton-Raphson iterative method
[62] is utilized to find the instantaneous model parameters accurately. At each
differential step, to find new model parameters, the optimization is localized about
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the parameters found at the previous step. In other words, the problem is to find
qa(t2) using the parameters at the previous instant qa(t1):
qa = argmin(pa(t2)− pm), (3.9)
subject to
d1 = 0,
|θ2(t2)− θ2(t1)| ≤ |2δθ2(t2)|,
|θ3(t2)− θ3(t1)| ≤ |2δθ3(t2)|.
The Newton-Raphson method was chosen due to its fast convergence properties
and its usage of Jacobian inverse matrices which is already available in our system.
Besides, the search is localized in solving (3.9) and the local and global minima
in the localized variable ranges are likely the same or very close. In practice, this
method reached the solution in less than 10 iterations. In the implementation,
the minimization stops when a maximum number of iterations is reached or when
any of the constraints are violated. In this case, the optimization might not have
converged. An improvement to this technique is to use constrained minimization
instead.
3.6.3 Coordinate Systems Conversion
One of the major tasks of CathNav software is to convert the coordinate frames
of the devices in the system and the catheter model into a common framework.
It also needs to establish a relationship between the actuation axes of the robotic
system and the model parameters of the catheter. In this section the coordinate
conversions and the rotation matrices involved are elaborated on. In all the co-
ordinate conversions, a rotation matrix is found that converts a 3D vector in one
coordinate frame to another coordinate frame. Aurora® field generator is assumed
to be placed on the left side of the patient’s torso, such that its field generator
covers the rib cage volume, as shown in figure 3.2. Figure 3.13 illustrates all the
coordinate frames used in the coordinate conversions.
User input conversion
The reference coordinate system is the Aurora® coordinate frame. The user has the
option to enter the input commands using the 3D input device in the Aurora® coor-
dinate system. From the user’s perspective, the Aurora® and the Falcon operate in
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similar coordinate frames. For instance, if Falcon grasp handle is moved upwards,
it means that an upward motion (in −XA direction) in the Aurora® coordinate
frame is commanded. For intuitive operation, the Falcon device is placed such that
YA ‖ XF . By default both devices are on flat even surfaces which means XA ‖ YF .
Based on the frames illustrated in figure 3.13, the rotation matrix converting the

































Figure 3.13: Coordinate frames of the navigation system, used in coordinate con-
version (see also figure 3.2).
RAF =




With this scheme, the operator can direct the catheter so that by moving the
device handle up or down, the catheter moves in posterior or anterior direction.
Moving the handle left or right, moves the catheter in superior or inferior direction.
Finally moving the handle toward or away from the device base moves the catheter
tip laterally toward the left or the right side of the torso.
Sensor to model coordinate conversion
Establishing a relationship between the distal shaft model and the sensor readings
is the critical function of CathNav that allows the modeling theory developed for
the distal shaft to be applied in practice. If the coordinate frame of O0 or its parallel
frame O1 (see figure 2.4) is found in the Aurora
® coordinate system, the problem
is solved.
For each sensor coil the position is known in Aurora® coordinate system. Sensor
S1 yields the position of O1, as found through calibration algorithms. In addition,
each sensor’s orientation is known in the Aurora® coordinate system. Aurora®
provides the orientation of the sensors in quaternion format. For a normalized
quaternion Qi = (q1, q2, q3, q4) received for sensor Si, the equivalent rotation matrix
RASi is calculated [63] by
RASi =
 1− 2(q23 + q24) 2(q2q3 − q1q4) 2(q1q3 + q2q4)2(q2q3 + q1q4) 1− 2(q22 + q24) 2(q3q4 − q1q2)
2(q2q4 − q1q3) 2(q1q2 + q3q4) 1− 2(q22 + q32)
 (3.11)
The Z1 axis of O1 coordinate frame and ZS axis of S1 local frame are approx-
imately parallel. It means that an offset twist angle θ20 could exist between the
two coordinate frames. In other words, if O1 coordinate frame is rotated about its
Z1 axis by the offset angle θ20 , it will correspond to the S1 frame. Since the model
coordinate frame is arbitrary in terms of its twist angle, we can assume both frames
are the same, i.e., θ20 = 0. This yields the principal relationship between the sensor





Equation 3.12 is the important relationship that allows us to bring the modeling
formulations in the realm of spatial measurements in a simplified way.
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Target to model coordinate conversion
The position controller receives set points for the catheter position from the tra-
jectory planner. The trajectory planner receives the target points in the Aurora®
coordinate system from the user interface. The planned set points should be in
the model coordinate system for the control to take place. In other words, RO1A
is needed. Since rotation matrices constructed from unit quaternions belong to








The navigation strategy outlined in section 2.5 is implemented by CathNav utilizing
a multi-threaded program design depicted in figure 3.8. The implemented control
strategy is described in this section.
The system is composed of two major components, the robotic assistant and the
catheter. The robotic assistant actuates the catheter and the catheter is modeled as
a continuum manipulator and is operated by the robotic assistant. The three axes of
robotic assistant are controlled by the VXM controllers that receive their set points
from CathNav. This means low-level motor control is not a function implemented
by CathNav. The remaining control functions including catheter handle control,
joint-space control, task-space control and trajectory planning are all components
of the navigation system.
It is noted that the catheter is an inherently bounded-input bounded-output
(BIBO) stable system due the mechanics of actuation transfer from handle to the
distal shaft. More specifically, the following constraints govern the actuation of the
catheter.
 Any translation of catheter body cannot create a larger translation at the
distal shaft, dhandle ≥ d1.
 The catheter cannot be twisted at the handle more than 540◦ by the manu-
facturer’s specification. Any twisting action of catheter body cannot result in
a larger twist at the distal shaft unless deformed by external forces. In other


















Figure 3.14: Cascaded structure of the controllers.
 Steering knob rotation is constrained, −45◦ ≤ θknob ≤ 45◦. The steering knob
rotation results in constrained deflection angles at the distal shaft, −180◦ ≤
θ3 ≤ 180◦.
For simplicity, and owing to the stability of the open-loop system, a proportional
controller is used. A propotional-integral (PI) controller will be a better choice for
steady-state tracking. It is noted that joint-space parameters are not measurable
directly, and the distal shaft model provides an estimate of the kinematics of distal
shaft motion. Consequently, errors are always present in joint-level calculations.
Now, the control diagram 2.9 can be expanded in figure 3.14. In this diagram,
the cascaded structure of task-space controller, joint-space controller, and handle
actuation control is depicted. In the diagram, KT is the task space controller
gain, KJ denotes the proportional joint space controller, and Khandle is the handle
actuation transfer gain, which can is calculated using the formulations in section
2.4.3. D denotes the disturbances affecting catheter’s distal shaft as described in
the next section. Both KT and KJ gains are tuned experimentally using the well-
established Ziegler-Nichols tuning rules [64]. KJ is first tuned such that joint-space
controller achieves an acceptable performance. Once KJ is tuned, KT is adjusted
to achieve an acceptable task-space controller performance. For safety reasons, any
overshoot in catheter positioning must be avoided, and hence high gains or high
bandwidth are not recommended. This is to achieve a fail-safe control, as well.
3.8 Disturbance in Navigation
When the flexible catheter is put inside the cardiac chamber, it is subject to the
cardiac contractions and relaxations, blood flow and pressure variations, and dis-
placements of the rib cage due to respiration, and patient movement. Even when
the catheter model can estimate the catheter position, the disturbances present
inside the heart can undermine the position control.
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It can be argued that both the sensors attached to the catheter undergo similar
but not necessarily equal displacements and disturbances. This is particularly true
for the displacements due to respiration and patient movement. As the relative




O1O4) is utilized in all calculations, such distur-
bances are assumed to be filtered out. In addition, a low-pass moving-average filter
is utilized to remove the disturbances from the sensor readings. In-vivo experiments
verify that this scheme leads to successful navigation.
3.9 High-level Navigation Algorithm
All the components of the navigation system, their inner mechanisms and how they
interact with each other were covered so far in this chapter. The overall algorithm
of the navigation system, and how the developed tools contribute to the navigation
task, in line with the diagram in figure 2.11, is presented as follows.
Algorithm 3.4 High-level navigation algorithm
Require: Calibration vectors S ~v1,
S ~v4 and
S ~v6 found through (3.1), (3.2) and al-
gorithm 3.2 offline
Require: ptarget from GUI/Falcon/Reference sensor
Require: pa =
−−−→
O1O6 calculated through algorithm 3.3
Require: qa found through (3.8) and (3.9)
Require: Jp(qa) calculated by (2.12)
1: Construct the path to ptarget
2: Divide the path into steps.
3: repeat
4: pd = next step on the path to target
5: −−−Task − space Control −−−
6: while p̃ > εp do
7: Calculate δqd using (2.18) and KT , task-space controller gain
8: −−−Joint− space Control −−−
9: repeat
10: Calculate δqa using (3.3), (3.4) and (3.6)
11: Find δqhandle = KhandleKJ(δqd − δqa)
12: Manipulate the catheter handle by δqhandle through robotic assistant
13: until (δqd − δqa) ≤ εq
14: end while
15: until pa → ptarget
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In algorithm 3.4, εp and εq are task-space and joint-space position error thresh-
olds.
3.10 Conclusion
In this chapter, the specifics of the developed navigation platform were presented.
The system components including robotic assistant, position tracking, 3D input
device, and navigation software were explained. The design philosophy of the navi-
gation software and its features were also reviewed. The rotation matrices to convert
the coordinate systems of tracking, 3D input and the distal shaft model to each
other were found. How the virtual joint parameters are estimated for joint-space
and task-space control were described. The calibration procedures for Aurora®
tracking was also presented. Finally, the control method was revisited.
The theoretical and practical aspects of the navigation system have been cov-
ered so far. In the following chapters, the experiments conducted to validate the
catheter modeling are described. The results will demonstrate the applicability
of the modeling for navigation. In-vivo experiments will also verify that catheter





4.1 Static Model Validation
To demonstrate the validity of curvature constancy and zero torsion assumptions in
distal shaft deflection, a measurement fixture was constructed. The catheter handle
was mounted on the fixture. Through a simple pulley and weight mechanism, a
known force was exerted on the steering knob of the catheter which, in turn, resulted
in a known tension force in the pull wire. By exertion of the force, the steering
knob was turned until it reached an equilibrium angle. The catheter was threaded
through a PVC flexible tubing fixed on a V-shaped support. The catheter body lay
straight inside the tubing, virtually eliminating the internal friction between the
pull-wires and the catheter’s lumen. The deflectable section of the catheter was
left unsupported out of the tubing in the air. With this setup, it could be assumed
that the pull-wire tension force at the knob was the same throughout the catheter
body and in the distal shaft. A picture of the fixture is presented in figure 4.1.
Using the fixture, the approximate pull-wire tension was measured. Having the
pull-wire tension force, the flexural rigidity (EI), and curvature of the distal shaft
was calculated, as outlined in experimental curvature calculation algorithm in sec-
tion 2.3.3. Subsequently, a chain algorithm [50] was applied to numerically calculate
the end position of the catheter tip given the end-moment load and the flexural
rigidity. For each load, the measurements were replicated 20 times. The calculated
end position was compared with the position vectors recorded with the Aurora®








Figure 4.1: The fixture for static experiments. The catheter handle is mounted on
the fixture and a load is applied to the steering knob.
system and the validity of the modeling was verified. Figure 4.2(a) demonstrates
the distal shaft shape in response to various wire tensions. The end position of the
catheter tip is compared with the measured position in figure 4.2(b). The overall
root mean square (RMS) error values are 0.41 mm and 0.08 mm along X and Y
axes respectively. The standard deviation of error values are 1.49 mm and 0.34
mm, respectively.
Although an approximate approach combining pseudo-rigid modeling with the
chain algorithm was utilized to model the statics of catheter bending, the error
figures and the precision of end position profile estimates in figure 4.2(b) clearly
establish the foundation of the kinematic modeling. In other words, the catheter
bends with constant curvature in a single plane in the absence of external loads.
Consequently, the validity of the kinematic model can be comprehensively verified
and validated as elaborated in the subsequent sections.
4.2 Kinematic Model Verification
To test the verifiability of the kinematic model, the catheter fixture used in the
static experiments was replaced by the robotic assistant. The kinematic model
was tested when the distal shaft was under no external load and was supported
free in the air. The position vector (2.2) reveals that the twisting of the catheter
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Figure 4.2: Modeling of distal shaft deflection statics (a) The distal shaft deflection
in response to various pull-wire forces as predicted by the static model. The bending
section length (L) is 50 mm and the distal end length (d7) is 5 mm. (b) Measured
position coordinates (solid line) along with static model estimates (dashed line)
when different forces are applied to the steering knob.
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(θ2) and the deflection of the bending segment (θ3) are expected to be decoupled
motions. As a result, the contributions of each parameter to the position of the
catheter tip can be studied independently of the other parameter. It is noted that
this decoupling is based on the assumption that no external load is applied to the
catheter, and the effect of gravity is negligible. After the relationship between the
input actuation and the resultant bending or rotation is investigated, the accuracy
of the formulations in predicting the position of catheter tip is evaluated. Due to
the built-in symmetry in both the twisting and deflection, only the positive angles
were examined.
 Twist (θ2) - To examine the linear relationship (2.25) between twist angles at
the handle and at the distal shaft base (O1 in figure 2.4), the robotic assistant
was programmed to twist the catheter by different angles both forwards and
backwards. Figure 4.3(a) depicts the average of the measured (found by
integrating (3.4)) and estimated (using (2.25) twist angles in a 180◦ rotation,
when the deflection angle is constant at 60◦. The average was calculated
for 16 back and forth rotations. The linearity of the twist angle relationship
is visible in the figure. Least-square line fitting reveals that slope (k2) and
the backlash (B2) are the same for both directions. The root mean square
error (RMSE) in the linear approximation is 0.74◦ and 0.37◦ in each direction
respectively.
 Deflection (θ3) - To measure the deflection, the catheter was positioned so
that the bending plane lay vertical. The steering knob was rotated at various
angles, and the pose of the bending section ends were recorded (O1 and O4
in figure 2.4). The estimated (using (2.23)) and averaged measured (using
(3.5)) angles for a 40◦ rotation, when twist angle remains at 75◦, are sketched
in figure 4.3(b). The average was calculated over 10 back and forth rotations.
The RMSE of the lines fitted for knob angle > 10◦ are 1.252◦ and 0.80◦ in
forward and backward directions respectively. Knob angles below 10◦ fall in
the dead-zone of the knob, i.e., θ0 ∼= 10◦ in (2.23).
The hysteresis in back and forth motions is clearly visible in figure 4.3. In
addition to the linear relationship between the input and output angles in each
direction, the position of the bending segment tip (O4 in figure 2.4) was also ex-
amined. Sample position profiles are presented in figure 4.4 where either the twist
or the deflection is changed. The corresponding error values in Table 4.1 indicate
that the model provides an acceptable estimation of the geometry that governs the
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Figure 4.3: Catheter twist and deflection angles. Forward motion is sketched by
solid line, backward motion by dashed line, and the fitted line by dotted pattern.
(a) Catheter twist (θ2) vs. handle twist. (b) Catheter deflection (θ3) vs. knob
rotation.
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Table 4.1: Error values in the position calculations (RMSE±standard deviation)
Parameter X (mm) Y (mm) Z (mm)
Twist(θ2) 0.45±0.39 0.44±0.44 1.24±1.00
Deflection(θ3) 1.41±0.85 0.44±0.35 0.48±0.26
motion of the catheter. An out-of-plane bending is visible in the Z profile in figure
4.4(a). Since Z is not a function of the knob angle, the estimated position does
not change when the knob is not rotated, and the out-of-plane bending cannot be
predicted by the model. It is noteworthy that the range of this deviation is small
(less than 3 mm), compared to the distal shaft diameter (4 mm).
The decoupled motion test results verify that the model is capable of estimating
catheter position despite the existence of actuation hysteresis and nonlinearities.
Consequently, the validity of modeling can be investigated rigorously under more
realistic conditions. The validation experiments and their results are provided in
the next section.
4.3 Kinematic Model Validation
4.3.1 Experimental Setup
To verify the robustness of the model in conditions similar to that of the human
body, a phantom that mimics cardiovascular anatomy and dynamics of heart beat-
ing is desired. There is no dynamic phantom available in the market, construction
of a realistic dynamic phantom is a challenging task. Appendix B provides the
specifications and guidelines for construction of such a phantom. Due to technical
difficulties in design and construction of a dynamic phantom, a static phantom was
designed and constructed to mimic the path the catheter takes inside the body and
to emulate the intracardiac pressure levels.
The anterograde approach to reach the right side of the heart was chosen. The
dimensions and orientations of the veins on the path, namely, right femoral vein
(FV), right external iliac vein (EIV), right common iliac vein (CIV), and inferior
vena cava (IVC) were taken from a middle-aged male patient’s torso CT scan. The
cross-sections of all the vessels were assumed to be elliptical. A series of clear
flexible PVC tubes was assembled to emulate the vessels. The length, diameter,
and orientation of the tubing sections were based on the CT measurements and
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Figure 4.4: Estimated (dotted line) and measured position profiles (solid line) of
the deflectable section end, when (a) the handle is twisted 100 degrees back and
forth, and (b) steering knob is rotated 40 degrees back and forth.
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are provided in appendix B . The tubes ended in a container that represented the
heart. Figure 4.5 illustrates the phantom structure. From the insertion point at
the femoral vein, the tubing extended into a second container. Both containers had
a diameter of 100 mm.
In this phantom, water was used to mimic blood, and to create intracardiac
pressure levels. The container held a water column that exerted the required hy-
drostatic pressure on the distal shaft of the catheter. The catheter was passed
through the emulated path into the container, and water exerted pressure on the
distal shaft near the bottom of the container. As the catheter was bent and twisted,
the distance of the distal tip from the surface of the water in the container changed.
As a result, the hydrostatic pressure on the distal shaft changed due to the variation
of the water column height above the distal shaft. The actual pressure on the shaft
was the combined pressure of the water column and atmospheric pressure. All the
kinematic experiments were replicated under the following pressure levels created
by the water column in the container (1 mmHg equals 13 mm Water):
 0 to 10 mmHg
 10 to 20 mmHg
 20 to 30 mmHg
The above levels were chosen to mimic the pressure levels in cardiac chambers.
The actual pressure values are 0–25 mmHg in the right ventricle (RV), 0–6 mmHg
in the right atrium (RA), 0–120 mmHg in the left ventricle (LV), and 0–10 mmHg
in the left atrium (LA) [65]. Due to the limitations in the height of the containers,
pressure levels above 30 mmHg were not generated. As a result, pressure levels
in all cardiac chambers except LV were covered in the experiments. The fact that
most ablation therapies deal with RA, RV, and LA justifies this limitation.
4.3.2 Results
Four sets of experiments were designed to validate the kinematic modeling. In
the designed kinematic experiments, the catheter end position was measured in re-
sponse to variations in joint parameters, and the capability of the model to correctly
predict the position was investigated. Given the 4 mm diameter of the catheter tip,
if the model predicts the position of the catheter within the distance of the tip
























Figure 4.5: Static heart phantom. (a) The schematic of the phantom. The vessels
constituting the catheter path include femoral vain (FV), external iliac vein (EIV),
common iliac vein (CIV), and inferior vena cava (IVC). The Aurora® electromag-
netic field generator is depicted beside the container that holds the distal shaft. (b)
Actual setup. The robot, phantom and Aurora® field generator are shown.
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times for statistical soundness and further analysis. In each experiment, some pa-
rameters were changed within a given range. In each iteration, the parameters at
the handle started and ended at the same values. Model parameters were found
through equations (3.3), (3.4) and (3.5). Position measurements were taken from
Aurora®sensors attached to the distal shaft.
In each experiment, a Chi-square test was used to verify the goodness of fit
(GOF) of the model in terms of position vector of the catheter tip ~O6 in base sensor
(S1) coordinate frame. For each experiment to follow, a table of various statistical
measures, including the Chi-square test, is provided that reflects the performance of
the modeling. The significance level α was chosen to be 1% in all the experiments.
In the tables to follow, MAE, RMSE, SD, and r2 denote mean absolute error,
root mean square error, standard deviation, and the coefficient of determination
respectively. Repeatability index was computed by the formula MAE+3 SD [66].
All the measurements were in mm.
To demonstrate the goodness of fit more intuitively, the linear regression be-
tween the data and model was also considered. The 99% confidence intervals for
the slope β1 and the intercept β0 were calculated and are presented in the tables.
When the slope confidence interval includes 1 and the intercept confidence interval
includes 0, the linear relationship between the model and the measured position is
unbiased; otherwise, there is a bias in the model’s position estimates.
For each experiment, the Cartesian distance between the predicted position of
the catheter tip and measured position is also presented. The validity of curvature
constancy assumption in the coupling of parameter d4 with deflection angle θ3 in
(2.11) was also investigated. The description of each experiment along with the
results follows.
Twist Angle θ2
The catheter was twisted about its centre line up to 360 degrees in both directions.
Only the parameter θ2 in (2.2) was updated and all other parameters were assumed
constant in the experiments. The measurements of distal shaft end positions (using
Aurora® sensors attached to O1 and O4 in figure 2.4) were performed at 5 degree
twist steps yielding 144 statistical degrees of freedom (DOFs) in back and forth
rotations. Based on the sensor readings in Aurora coordinate frame, the distal
shaft twist angle was found using (3.4). Tables 4.2 and 4.3 summarize the results.
The GOF test is clearly significant. The linear relationship is also significant,
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i.e., β1 = 0 is rejected. The curvature constancy assumption is valid as the d4 error
is small. However as the pressure level is raised, the error figures rise, the repeata-
bility worsens and the linear relationship between the data and the model becomes
more biased. In table 4.3, the X component of position vector is affected most by
the pressure. A similar phenomenon will be observed in the deflection experiments.
Although the deflection angle is constant, the curvature constancy error (d4) in-
creases with pressure, which indicates the deformation of the catheter under higher
pressure levels. This trend indicates the limited ability of the model to predict the
position in higher pressures when the deflection angle (θ3) and translation (d1) are
assumed constant.
Table 4.2: Cartesian distance between the estimated and modeled position along
with curvature constancy error in twist angle experiments.
Pressure level Position error (mm) d4 error (mm)
0-10 mmHg 0.25±0.11 0.22±0.13
10-20 mmHg 0.74±0.25 0.67±0.33
20-30 mmHg 2.23±1.53 2.1±1.46
Deflection Angle θ3
In this experiment, the distal shaft was deflected using the steering knob in the
handle. The knob was turned from the straight position up to 45 degrees, which
resulted in maximum deflection at the distal shaft. Only the parameter θ3 in (2.2)
was updated and all other parameters were assumed constant in the experiments.
Measurements of distal shaft end positions (using Aurora® sensors attached to
O1 and O4 in figure 2.4) were performed at 1 degree deflection steps yielding 90
statistical DOFs in back and forth rotations. Based on the sensor readings in Aurora
coordinate frame, the distal shaft twist angle was found using (3.5). Tables 4.4
and 4.5 summarize the results.
The GOF measure is generally significant except for the X coordinate in pres-
sures above 10 mmHg. The linear relationship is also significant. Even when the
GOF is rejected, the coefficient of determination remains above 95%. From the ta-
bles, we can conclude that as the pressure is increased, the pressure gradient forces
an out-of-plane deflection in the distal shaft, which results in losing goodness of fit
and repeatability, especially in the X component of the position vector. If the twist
angle θ2 is changed during deflection, the pressure forces acting on the shaft change






















































































































































































































































































































































































to twist angle experiments, the error does not increase as significantly with higher
pressure levels. Both experiments exhibit a larger error value in the X component
of the position vector, under higher pressures.
Table 4.4: Cartesian distance between the estimated and modeled position along
with curvature constancy error in deflection angle experiments.
Pressure level Position error (mm) d4 error (mm)
0-10 mmHg 0.77±0.42 0.71±0.36
10-20 mmHg 1.42±0.86 0.44±0.26
20-30 mmHg 2.04±1.08 0.41±0.23
Combined Deflection and Twist
In this experiment, the steering knob was turned up to 36 degrees and the catheter
was twisted up to 360 degrees, in parallel. A linear and a sinusoidal trajectory,
each with 20 replications, were traversed at the handle. Only translation d1 was
fixed at zero. For linear trajectory, the twist or deflection angle was increased in
linear steps up to 360 (twist) or 36 (deflection) degrees and then decreased back to
zero. In sinusoidal trajectory, the increments/decrements follow a sinusoide whose
peak is at 360 (twist) or 36 degrees (deflection). The measurement samples of distal
shaft end positions (O1 and O4 in figure 2.4) had 72 statistical DOFs in back and
forth rotations. Tables 4.6 and 4.7 present the outcomes.
The GOF of position vector coordinates is significant except for one instance
(Z under 0 to 10 mmHg pressure). Compared to the results in the one-DOF ex-
periments, the error figures fall within the same range, and even under the highest
pressure the repeatability is below the designated threshold of 2 mm. In addi-
tion, the consistently strong correlation and linearity between the model and the
measured position vectors indicate the success of the modeling.
Compared to decoupled twist and deflection experiments, the modeling error is
not significantly different, but the GOF has improved and the X component errors
are not present. The model shows better resilience in higher pressure levels. It
can be concluded that model parameter estimation produces reliable estimates in













































































































































































































































































































































































Table 4.6: Cartesian distance between the estimated and modeled position along
with curvature constancy error in combined deflection and twist experiments.
Pressure level Position error (mm) d4 error (mm)
0-10 mmHg 1.46±1.015 1.17±1.00
10-20 mmHg 2.66±1.96 2.16±1.82
20-30 mmHg 0.78±0.60 0.54±0.46
Full Motion
In this experiment, all three DOFs were actuated. The knob was turned up to
the maximum of 40 degrees. The catheter was twisted at the same time up to
the maximum of 400 degrees. The catheter was also translated up to the maxi-
mum of 50 mm. A linear and a sinusoidal trajectory, each with 20 replications,
were traversed at the handle for all the three parameters. For linear trajectory,
the twist/deflection/translation parameter was increased in linear steps up to its
designated maximum and then decreased back to zero. In sinusoidal trajectory,
the increments/decrements followed a sinusoide whose peak is at the designated
maximum. The measurement samples of distal shaft end positions (O1 and O4 in
figure 2.4) had statistical 80 DOFs in back and forth motion. Tables 4.8 and 4.9
present the results.
The tables clearly reflect the power of the model. The GOF is significant except
for two instances, and the linear relationship is significant. The coefficient of deter-
mination is almost 1 and the error values are small. This set of experiments verifies
that the kinematic model is capable of estimating the position of the catheter with
acceptable precision even when all the three DOFs are actuated simultaneously. In
fact, inclusion of all the model parameter changes yields less error and provides










































































































































































































































































































































































Table 4.8: Cartesian distance between the estimated and modeled position along
with curvature constancy error in full motion experiments.
Pressure level Position error (mm) d4 error (mm)
0-10 mmHg 1.24±1.18 2.89±2.48
10-20 mmHg 1.50±1.42 3.13±2.71
20-30 mmHg 0.28±0.23 0.77±0.61
4.4 Concluding Remarks
The kinematic model’s performance in the prediction of the catheter tip position
was shown to be reasonably accurate in the experiments. The assumption of cur-
vature constancy and single-plane deflection were verified through the kinematic
experiments. The two assumptions were also confirmed by the approximation of
bending statics using pseudo-rigid modeling in the absence of external loads.
It is noted that in all the experiments, the sensors attached to the catheter’s
distal shaft affect the catheter’s deflection. In fact, they affect the geometrical
symmetry of the distal shaft and add to the flexural rigidity of the shaft. This
means the full range of catheter deflection might not be achieved when the sensors
are attached. The only way to alleviate the effect of sensors on the catheter motion,
is to track the catheter position by stereo vision, which is not feasible when testing
in phantom or in-vivo. Moreover, to track the catheter in-vivo, the electromagnetic
tracking seems to be the only practical choice for real-time position control.
As the catheter lies inside its vascular path to the heart, the contact friction
between the catheter body and the luminal structure of blood vessels, and the
flexibility of the catheter body result in the hysteresis phenomenon in actuation.
The hysteresis occurs mainly in the transfer of the actuations from the handle
to the twist/deflection/displacement actions at the distal shaft. This means, the
relationship between an actuation parameter at the handle and the same parameter
at the distal shaft is non-linear. This also means that the forward and backward
actuation at the handle results in different curves at the distal shaft. The hysteresis
in modeling the distal shaft (relating the motion of the distal-shaft base to its tip
motion) is negligible when compared to the whole catheter. That is why we argue
that the hysteresis does not affect the modeling but is an issue in applying the
model to control the tip position through handle actuation, as the model deals
with the configuration of the distal shaft and not the translation of motion from































































































































































































































































































































































A discussion of the loads and forces acting on the catheter inside the cardiac
chambers is in order. The pseudo-static pressure levels created by the phantom
are an approximation of the intracardiac pressure dynamics. The blood pressure
dynamics and the turbulent blood flow, due to the non-Newtonian nature of blood,
can undermine the performance of the model. However, based on the results, the
precision of the modeling is acceptable, and the model conforms with the instanta-
neous catheter configuration. In addition, as the speed of the catheter manipulation
in a clinical setting is very low compared to the heart’s beating frequency (1–2 Hz),
if the modeling and manipulation are synchronized with the heart rate, an ac-
ceptable modeling precision is expected when the catheter is not deformed due to
contact forces. The laminated internal structure of the catheter dampens the vi-
brations that could be induced by the dynamics as well. It can be concluded that
the proposed model is appropriate for free motion modeling in gross positioning of
the catheter in the neighbourhood of target points on the endocardium.
In the next chapter, the performance of navigation as well as modeling is studied
through experiments on beating heart. It will be demonstrated that the modeling





To study the feasibility of the application of the system in actual interventions, the
system was tested and validated on three porcine subjects in the research vivarium
in St. Michael’s Hospital in Toronto, Ontario, Canada. Porcine subjects were uti-
lized due to their long established tradition as a viable model for testing human
intracardiac devices. Swines are similar in size, anatomy and physiology to human
making them ideal candidates for human intracardiac catheterization. The exper-
iment protocol was approved by the hospital’s Animal Care And Use Committee,
in accordance with Canadian Council On Animal Care guidelines. The experiment
procedure details are provided in appendix C.
Each subject was sedated with a cocktail of Xylazine (2mg/kg), Ketamine
(20mg/ml) and one ampoule of Atropine (0.6 mg/ml). After 15 minutes, the swine
was immobilized, allowing for it to be weighed and transferred to the pre-op room.
Then it was masked with a gas inhalant of isofluorane at 5%. A 22G angiocatheter
was placed in the ear and IV fluids (0.9ml NaCl) was started on a slow drip. The
subject was then placed in dorsal recumbency and intubated for artificial respira-
tion. After intubation, it was transferred to the operating room and ECG elec-
trodes were attached for monitoring the electrocardiogram. During the procedure,
the subject was maintained on 2.5% - 3% isofluorane. A femoral venous cutdown
was done on both hind limbs, as well as a jugular cutdown on the neck. After
the procedure, the swine was euthanized with a lethal intravenous (IV) injection of
sodium pentobarbital (540mg/ml).
1This chapter is partly published in [43].
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SteeroCath-T (BostonScientific, Natick, MA) was used to build the catheter
assembly, described in section 3.3. The catheter assembly was deployed on the
robotic assistant and was inserted through a 22F introducer sheath (Cook Medical
Inc., Bloomington, IN) into the right femoral vein and was threaded into the right
atrium (RA). The catheter assembly was introduced into RA manually prior to
being mounted on the robot. The Aurora® field generator was placed beside the
swine chest so that the distal shaft of the catheter (with two attached Aurora®
sensors) in the RA could be tracked within the Aurora’s measurement volume. A
third Aurora® sensor was introduced through the left jugular vein and threaded
into the RA as well. This sensor could be positioned at desired landmarks in RA.
The sensor position was the target of the navigation experiments. This sensor will
be referred to as the reference sensor henceforward. At every instant, the distance
vector between the catheter assembly tip and the reference sensor was presented
through the software UI to assist the operator in controlling the catheter position.
As the reference sensor is very flexible compared to the catheter, it is swayed by
cardiac contractions. To filter the cyclic noise in the distance vector, it is passed
through a moving average filter [67], before it is fed to the trajectory planner. The
moving average filter had an adjustable window size with default value of 15.
The operation was monitored under fluoroscopy (OEC Series 9800 cardiac mo-
bile C-Arm, GE Healthcare Technologies, Waukesha, WI). For better visualization
of the navigation process, intracardiac echocardiography (ICE) was used as well.
An ICE catheter (Acuson AcuNav, Siemens AG Medical Solutions, Erlangen, Ger-
many) was introduced through the left femoral vein into the RA. ICE images pro-
vided a better view of where the catheter assembly and the reference sensor were
positioned relative to the intra-atrial anatomy. Figures 5.1 and 5.2 illustrate the
actual setup in the operating room.
5.2 Kinematic Model Validation
In order to verify that the distal shaft model can match the reality of distal shaft
shape, two scenarios were implemented and tested on the animals. In each sce-
nario, the catheter went through a pre-programmed motion and its position profile
measured with Aurora® sensors was recorded. The model parameters were found
and the model’s position vector (2.2) was compared with the actual position mea-
surements for distal shaft tip (O6 in figure 2.4). Model parameters were found
through task space parameter estimation, as described in section 3.6.2. The differ-
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Figure 5.1: The complete system in the operating room.
ence between model position vector and the recorded tip position was defined as
the modeling error. The error value was the basis in calculating the accuracy and
precision of the modeling in-vivo. Accuracy was defined as the error mean value
(µ) and precision was defined as the standard deviation of the error (σ). The error
value was calculated for the three coordinates of the position vector (2.2), with
respect to O1 coordinate system in figure 2.4. The overall error was also calculated
as the Euclidean distance between the measured position and the model estimation
of the position.
Deflection
In this experiment, the distal shaft was deflected by turning the steering knob at
the handle in 1 degree steps. The steering knob was turned from zero degrees up to
40 degrees and then turned back to zero. This back and forth rotation was repeated
twenty times, resulting in 1600 position measurements for each animal. Table 5.1


































































































Table 5.1: Modeling error in deflection experiments. Mean (µ) and standard
deviation (σ) of the error are presented for x, y, z coordinates of the catheter
tip, in addition to the Euclidean distance between the model and the measured
position, denoted without the coordinate subscripts. All measurements are in
millimetre.
Subject µx σx µy σy µz σz µ σ
1 1.78 0.69 0.64 0.28 2.66 2.06 3.40 1.99
2 2.35 0.84 -1.88 0.50 0.63 2.59 4.10 0.58
3 1.81 0.21 0.59 0.15 1.18 0.22 2.26 0.28
Combined twist and deflection
In this experiment, the distal shaft was deflected and twisted linearly at the same
time. The steering knob was turned linearly from zero degrees at 1 degree steps
up to 36 degrees and then turned back to zero . The handle was also twisted
similarly at 10 degree steps up top 360 degrees. This combined twist and deflection
trajectory was traversed twenty times resulting in 1440 position measurements for
each animal. Table 5.2 summarizes the error figures.
Table 5.2: Modeling error in combined twist and deflection experiments. Mean
(µ) and standard deviation (σ) of the error are presented for x, y, z coordinates of
the catheter tip, in addition to the Euclidean distance between the model and the
measured position, denoted without the coordinate subscripts. All measurements
are in millimetre.
Subject µx σx µy σy µz σz µ σ
1 2.15 0.76 0.58 0.46 2.42 1.68 3.41 1.68
2 0.67 1.42 -1.88 1.28 2.14 1.35 3.50 1.36
3 1.17 2.11 -2.70 0.94 3.01 1.51 4.81 1.47
The position errors measured in the experiments are generally under 5 mm.
This indicates that the proposed model can be utilized as an approximation of the
catheter’s distal shaft shape and to parameterize the position vector of the tip.
The model remains valid in the presence of intra-atrial pressure levels and under
the displacements induced by respiration and cardiac contractions. Consecutively,
the model is deployed to control the position of the catheter and to navigate the
catheter inside the atrium. It is noted that the model does not account for any
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interaction of the distal shaft with the intracardiac anatomy. As a result, when
the shaft comes into contact with the endocardium, depending on the dynamics
of the contact, the model’s accuracy can be undermined. As demonstrated in
the subsequent section, the control law (2.18) provides the basis for the successful
navigation of the catheter, unless contact forces deform the catheter to the extent
that the curvature constancy or zero torsion assumptions are strongly violated.
5.3 Automatic Navigation
To validate the capability of the platform, as described in chapter 3 and as set
up in section 5.1, in navigating the catheter tip to desired positions, the reference
sensor was positioned on three landmarks in the right atrium (low RA, high RA and
Tricuspid Valve Annulus) in each animal. The catheter assembly was positioned so
that the tip was in mid-atrium at the beginning of each navigation task. The system
was commanded to direct the tip toward the reference sensor automatically till it
reached and touched the reference sensor. The navigation task was ended when the
supervising interventionalist was satisfied with the position of the catheter tip at the
landmark, viewed under quasi bi-plane fluoroscopy. The initial and final distance
between the catheter tip and the reference sensor were recorded along with the
duration of the navigation task. The system was then commanded to take the
catheter back to the initial mid-atrial position by “undoing” all the manipulations
performed on the catheter during the navigation. Through UI controls and the 3D
input interface, the catheter could be positioned manually at the mid-atrium if the
catheter did not move completely back to the original position, due to the inherent
hysteresis in the transfer of actuation at the handle to the distal shaft, especially
when the catheter is twisted. For each landmark, the navigation manoeuvre was
repeated five times. The trajectory planned for the catheter tip was a straight line
between the instantaneous catheter tip position and the reference sensor position.
This scheme was supposed to yield the shortest navigation time.
Figure 5.3 presents the initial and final configuration of the catheter assembly
and the reference sensor in a sample navigation. As seen in the figure, the catheter
tip touches the reference sensor at the end of navigation. Figure 5.4 illustrates
a sample of distance readings between the catheter tip sensor and the reference
sensor in a high RA navigation. In this figure, the successful navigation of the
catheter in the presence of the disturbances due to the continuous beating cycle is






Figure 5.3: Initial (left) and final (right) positioning of the catheter assembly in
navigation from mid-RA to high RA, as captured by fluoroscopy. The ICE catheter
is marked with an asterisk.
to disturbances and uncertainties is depicted in the figure. The motion induced on
the reference sensor by the cardiac contraction/relaxation cycle is clearly visible by
the variations in the unfiltered distance readings. Figure 5.5 shows the recorded
Euclidean distance between the tip and the reference sensors in a high RA navi-
gation, along with the ideal straight path for this navigation. Again, the cardiac
cycle disturbance is visible in the profile.
Table 5.3 presents the outcome of the automated navigation for each landmark.
Except for one case where the catheter tip was stuck on its way to the Tricuspid
Valve Annulus, the navigation tasks were all conducted successfully. The final
distance between the reference sensor and the tip was generally below 10 mm. This
means even though the catheter reached at the desired target according to the
interventionalist, there was still some distance to the reference sensor. This was
partly attributed to the direction of approach to the 9mm-long reference sensor
coil, and to the dynamics of the contact between the catheter tip, the reference
sensor and intra-atrial anatomy. The typical navigation time was between 30 and
60 seconds.
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Figure 5.4: Sample automatic navigation profile. X, Y and Z coordinates of the
distance vector between the catheter tip sensor and the reference sensor in a sample
in-vivo navigation. Dashed line depicts the ideal straight path to the reference
sensor. Solid line depicts the actual path the controller realized in navigating the
catheter. Dotted line represents the distance readings, with unfiltered cardiac cycle
disturbances.
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Figure 5.5: Euclidean distance between the tip sensor and reference sensor in a
sample high RA navigation.
Table 5.3: Navigation performance in terms of initial and final distance between
the catheter tip and the reference sensor and the duration for the system to
perform the navigation automatically.
Initial distance (mm) Final distance (mm) Duration (sec)
Landmark µi σi µf σf µt σt
Tricuspid Valve Annulus 33.45 1.65 9.34 1.25 36.95 16.66
Low RA 30.91 2.76 7.38 2.93 46.16 18.34
High RA 37 3.25 5.02 2.21 45.91 15.29
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5.4 Manual vs. Automatic Navigation
It was verified that the navigation system is capable of directing the catheter to
reach a set target in the right atrium. To have a preliminary assessment of the
system’s performance in comparison with the manual positioning of the catheter,
the interventionalist was asked to perform the same navigation tasks manually. In
other words, the routine navigation of catheter in everyday catheterization opera-
tions was performed by manual steering of the catheter. For each navigation task,
the interventionalist guided the catheter to reach the target sensor. When the inter-
ventionalist was satisfied with the position of the catheter relative to the reference
sensor, that navigation task ended. For each task, the final distance between the
catheter and the reference sensor was recorded along with the time it took to reach
the reference sensor. Before performing each task, the interventionalist practiced
reaching the reference sensor, so that the learning curve data is not included in
the results. In figure 5.6, the performance of automatic and manual navigation are
compared in terms of the final distance and the duration of operation.









































Figure 5.6: Comparison of automatic and manual navigation in terms of mean and
standard deviation of (a) final distance between the catheter tip and the target,
and (b) the navigation duration.
In figure 5.6(a) the final distance to the reference sensor is compared. While
manual navigation to Low RA is better than automatic navigation, the standard de-
viation of distance is generally larger in manual navigation. This means automatic
navigation performance is more consistent when conducting the same operation.
The duration of operation, shown in figure 5.6(b), is generally much shorter in
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manual navigation. The speed in manual navigation stems from the fact that the
interventionalist has learned how to reach the target and is able to utilize his/her
experience in effective steering of the catheter. However, the navigation system has
no knowledge of an “optimized” way to reach its target. In addition, for safety
reasons, the system is only allowed to move the catheter toward its target in small
steps that are provided by trajectory planner. Inefficiency in motor control/driver
hardware (VXM) is also a factor in slowing the system down. In the next chapter,
some guidelines for improving the navigation performance is provided.
Due to the limited number of experiments and large variations in the results,
no statistical inference can be made based on the results. More experiments with
a larger sampling population is deemed necessary to reach a generalization on how
the system performs in comparison with manual catheterization.
5.5 Discussion
The model proposed for distal shaft kinematics was validated through in-vivo ex-
periments. The developed system was utilized to navigate the catheter tip from
its instantaneous position to the desired position. The experiments demonstrated
that the navigation is feasible in actual operations inside the right atrium, and the
precision in reaching the target is generally better than manual navigation. The
system steers the catheter more slowly compared to manual navigation.
In the experiments, there were instances where the distal shaft was stuck on
its way to the reference sensor. Such obstacles once resulted in a failed navigation
attempt while in other instances the system managed to release the catheter. This
resulted in variations in the duration of navigation tasks, as large value for σt in
table 5.3 indicates. For safety reasons, CathNav stops robotic manipulation when
the tip configuration does not change after multiple attempts. The intracardiac
anatomical features are obstacles that the catheter should avoid on its path. The
path planned in CathNav software is a straight line from the catheter tip to the tar-
get position. To enhance the navigation capability, the system should accommodate
different curves as navigation path of the tip to avoid anatomical obstacles.
The proposed rigid model for the catheter can lose its accuracy when contact
forces with the endocardium affect the shape of the distal shaft considerably. It is
true that various intracardiac anatomical features such as valves, papillary muscles,
chordae tendineae, and myocardial walls exert forces on the distal shaft that can
affect the deflection of the distal shaft. In actual operations, the interventionalists
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might deform the shaft against the endocardium to reach a desired location as well.
The kinematic model can describe the catheter shape as long as the planar deflec-
tion and constant curvature assumptions are not violated, i.e., when the external
forces do not deform the distal shaft significantly. The experiments showed that in
the presence of quasi-uniform distribution of force/pressure on the shaft, the model
is able to predict the distal shaft configuration. Upon contact with anatomical
features of the heart, depending on the contact dynamics, the model’s accuracy
decreases. To account for contact deformations, the model can be extended by
relaxing the links’ rigidity assumption and incorporating flexibility into the links.
The developed static model can also be extended to predict flexible link deforma-
tions due to given external forces. Nonetheless, how the distal shaft deforms in
contact with the endocardium is an open question that is left for future research.
The catheter assembly with the attached Aurora® sensors increases the diam-
eter of the catheter, and limits the deflection of the distal shaft. It also limits the
translation of torque from the proximal section to the distal shaft. Ideally, the sen-
sors could be embedded inside the catheter, thus allowing better manoeuvrability
of the tip. In addition, it is expected that by inclusion of better actuators for the
robot, the navigation time can be reduced.
A benefit of the navigation system is the reduction of x-ray exposure. In man-
ual catheterization, fluoroscopy is used to view the catheter configuration inside the
heart and to guide the interventionalist in handle manipulation. This entails the
exposure of both the patient and the interventionalist to x-ray. Using the robotic
system, the navigation can be supervised and managed away from the patient and
the fluoroscope, eliminating the interventionalist’s exposure to radiation. Moreover,
when automatic navigation is utilized, fluoroscopy would only be required for veri-
fication purposes and the fluoroscope could be turned off during navigation. This
results in the reduction of patient’s exposure as well. Generally, once the distal
shaft is placed inside the cardiac chambers, the interventionalist’s exposure could
be reduced up to 100%. The actual reduction ratio is not measured through this
research.
Finally, a brief comparison with the competing technologies [68] already in clin-
ical practice is in order. Senseiuses a proprietary steerable dual sheath system
and achieves a stable control over the passive catheter position that is threaded
through the sheath. Sensei provides enhanced but not automatic navigation. Our
navigation system provides a simpler method to achieve semi-automatic navigation
without additional sheaths. Both robotic systems, however, require extra safety
measures to avoid traumatic navigation. On the other hand, Niobe® realizes mag-
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netic navigation of a proprietary magnetic catheter and performs semi-automated
mapping. Niobe® is a very safe solution with no risk of cardiac perforation but
it requires a complete catheterization lab customization. In short, the developed
system provides the advantage of automatic navigation with less complexity and
cost compared to the existing technologies. It is noted that none of the existing
systems achieve shorter navigation time compared to manual navigation. The same
is true for the developed system. However, the system requires manual insertion
of the catheter prior to navigation in contrast to both systems. In addition, to be
adopted for clinical practice, the catheter will require the Aurora® sensors to be
embedded inside the steerable catheter.
5.6 Conclusion
The animal experiments verified that the catheter modeling provides acceptable
accuracy and precision in the estimation of the catheter tip position. The exper-
iments also verified the feasibility of automatic navigation of the catheter from a
given position to a desired position marked using a reference sensor. Based on the
experimental results, the requirements for future developments of the system are
identified. Chapter 6 covers the directions for the enhancement of the system for
more challenging navigation tasks.
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Chapter 6
Future Directions and Conclusion
The platform developed through this research is the first prototype of its kind.
There were many trials and errors in the course of the research and the navigation
system is far from perfect. The feasibility of navigation of the catheter through
a robotic system without reliance on a specific or proprietary steerable sheath of
catheter was proved through in-vivo experiments. The experience gained through
this research provides the insight required to plan the work ahead to progress this
system to the level ready for deployment in operating room for human patients.
In addition, if the navigation system is to be adopted by interventionalists and
electrophysiologists, there are features that need to be added to the system . Based
on the experience gained through collaboration with medical professionals and in
the in-vivo experiments, the recommended enhancements for future developments
are outlined in this chapter.
6.1 Robotic Assistant
The developed robotic assistant provides the basic functionality required for nav-
igation. However, there are shortcomings and practical issues in the system that
need to be addressed for further developments. In the following, a summary of the
issues is provided.
6.1.1 Motor controllers
In the course of the experiments, the VXM controller proved to be the slowest
component in the control loop, due to the following shortcomings:
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 The commands to the VXM are in the forms of small program codes that are
run sequentially by the controller. Once a program is being run, the controller
does not accept new commands, except for immediate stop commands. The
control software has to wait for VXM to finish running the program before
issuing a new command. As a result, if the controller decides that an issued
command has to be corrected, the motors has to stop before a corrective
action is possible. This issue can undermine the controller’s performance.
 The VXM acceleration is limited and it cannot execute small displacements
with high speeds, as it has to accelerate to start and decelerate to stop.
 The VXM pair is capable of simultaneous control of only two motors. The
robotic assistant has three DOFs, and in motion scenarios where all three
DOFs are utilized, one DOF has to be actuated following the other two. This
induces another delay source in the control loop.
A fast motor driver/controller solution, capable of simultaneous axis control is
deemed necessary for higher control performance. Such a solution, has to accept
new control commands at any instant by overriding the old possibly in-progress
commands.
In addition to a more capable motor controller, the robot motors could also be
upgraded to DC motors for better dynamic performance and closed-loop control of
the motor. Apparently, DC motor drives will be also needed in the system. Using
DC motors provides the benefit of velocity and acceleration control of the robot,
not available with VXM stepper motor controller.
6.1.2 Catheter Feeding Mechanism
The robotic apparatus performs all the catheter actuations at the handle. The
steering knob rotations are directly transferred to the distal shaft, but the transfer
of translation and twist at the handle to the catheter body is not a trivial task. In
fact, one of the mechanical challenges of the robotic assistant is to ensure that the
translation and twist actions at the handle are transferred to the catheter body at
the point of entry into the introducer sheath.
The catheter operates on the principle that a flexible tube can transfer motion
from one end to the other when constrained in a luminal structure. This princi-
ple was utilized in the experiments by a telescopic rigid tubing that covered the
catheter body from the handle to the introducer sheath. The tubing constrained
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and straightened the catheter body. With this mechanism, the translation of the
handle resulted in insertion or retraction of the catheter into or out of the intro-
ducer sheath, as there was no room for the catheter section inside the tubing to
bend or kink. Handle rotations were also transferred from the handle to the inside
section of the catheter, assuming the catheter body was rigidly attached to the han-
dle. However, the experiments proved that although the translation is transferred
to the body easily, handle rotation is not transferred as well. In fact, the transfer
of twist action degrades as the catheter body exhibits signs of axial torsion and
fatigue, especially at the point of attachment to the handle. This necessitates a
better catheter feeding mechanism capable of both translation and twist transfer.
CardioDrive(Stereotaxis, St. Louis, MO) is a catheter advancer system that is
a part of Niobe® solution. Jayender et. al [69] have utilized a robotic manipulator
specifically for the purpose of catheter insertion/retraction. None of the two solu-
tions provide for the transfer of torque to catheter body. A feeding mechanism is
required to be designed and developed for effective actuation transfer.
6.2 Catheter Modeling
The rigid model of the catheter was validated in phantom and animal experiments.
However, the model validity is based on zero torsion and constant curvature as-
sumptions. Forces exerted on the distal shaft upon contact with the endocardium
can invalidate the assumptions and undermine the fidelity of the model, resulting
in poor navigation performance.
To address this issue, the model’s rigid links can be replaced with flexible beams,
modeling the distal shaft as a flexible manipulator. As a result, the model could
include the physics of elastic bending due to contact with the intracardiac anatomy,
providing for navigation to more difficult to reach landmarks on the endocardium.
In addition to better distal shaft modeling, catheter body and its role in the transfer
of actuation from handle to the distal shaft could be further studied. More effective




Many features could be added to the navigation system, to achieve higher perfor-
mance, better safety, and more functionality. In this section, visualization, force
feedback, safety, and automated navigation are identified as the major areas of
improvement.
6.3.1 Visualization
In the experiments, the 3D input device demonstrated an alternative to conven-
tional twist, push/pull, and bend paradigm for catheter manipulation at the handle
with a more intuitive superior/inferior, posterior/anterior, left/right paradigm at
the tip where actual navigation takes place. However, it was learned that relying on
fluoroscopy and intracardiac echocardiography (ICE) proves insufficient for manual
navigation of the catheter through the 3D input device. While the interface pro-
vides a significant improvement in navigation approach, a graphical visualization
is required to display the cardiac anatomy and the distal shaft position registered
on the anatomy. The interventionalists can then conveniently control the catheter
tip position through the system. Such a system requires a realistic static model of
heart on which the distal shaft is registered during the operation.
6.3.2 Force Feedback
Falcon Novint device was used in the system as a 3D input device rather than a
haptic device. Since the interaction between the interventionalist and the system is
one-sided and no visualization is provided, the interventionalist does not feel com-
fortable controlling the system as he is not sure what exactly happens in response
to his commands. The haptic device can be used to introduce force/impedance
feedback in response to the input velocity/displacement proportional to the mo-
tion created at the tip while resisting motion beyond endocardial boundaries. The
transparency of the control system is a key factor in the haptic experience the in-
terventionalist receives. The control transparency could be the ultimate goal for
the navigation system, such that the resistance that catheter encounters as it ad-
vances toward its target is transferred instantly to the hand of the interventionalist.




To achieve transparency, the performance of control methodologies utilized in the
system must be improved. The control architecture needs to be fast enough to
realize the navigation commands issued by the 3D input device. A key factor is
how the non-linearities in the dynamics of actuation from the handle to the tip are
overcome. Such nonlinearities vary as the configuration of the catheter body and
its contact points with the intravascular anatomy changes. An adaptive approach is
deemed necessary to address the time-varying non-linear behaviour of the catheter.
In any robotic navigation system, safety is of crucial importance. For intrac-
ardiac navigation, the force that the distal shaft and especially the tip exerts on
the myocardium determines the safety of manoeuvres. Excessive force could result
in the perforation of cardiac walls and structures, as the catheter can act like a
blunt needle. This means a force/tactile safety feature is a pre-requisite for the
deployment of such a system in real human operations. If the force exerted by the
catheter exceeds a safety threshold the system could automatically stop or retract
the catheter to avoid any potential trauma to the cardiac tissue. In addition, such
a force/tactile measurement could provide force feedback to the interventionalist
through the haptic device.
In addition to position control, orientation control could also be considered
to improve trajectory planning for hard-to-reach targets. We have shown that
the distal shaft in under-actuated. To achieve position control, orientation DOFs
cannot be controlled simultaneously. However, to accommodate effective navigation
and ablation, a methodology is required to utilize the DOFs for position, orientation
or hybrid control that optimizes performance depending on the target landmark and
anatomic constraints.
Finally, from the control theory perspective, the study and analysis of the control
system’s stability and robustness in both time and frequency domains and how to
tune the control system for best performance is designated for the future.
6.3.4 Tracking
To provide a target position for automated catheter navigation, an Aurora® sensor
was used in the experiments. However, to use the automatic navigation feature in
actual operation, an alternative method is required to input the coordinates of a
point on the endocardium as the target position to the system. One possibility is to
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utilize intracardiac echocardiography (ICE) for this purpose. ICE can be used as an
imaging modality to view the intracardiac anatomy intraoperatively. An operator
can mark a target zone on the ICE image. The ICE image can be registered
in Aurora® coordinate system by attaching an Aurora® sensor coil to the ICE
catheter. As a result, the designated target zone coordinates can be obtained in
Aurora® coordinate system. The obtained coordinates can be fed as the target
point to CathNav. This technique can be further enhanced by tracking the target
zone in the ICE image stream, obtaining the real-time position of the target for
navigation.
An approach to target tracking on the endocardium is to delineate the endo-
cardial boundary for each image frame and then track the boundary points as the
boundary changes and deforms in the ICE image sequence. An algorithm was pro-
posed for boundary detection by the author in [70]. A method to track the detected
boundary is to use graph matching. An overview of graph matching algorithms in
image processing is provided in [71]. Once the target zone is tracked, the navigation
system could be used to position the catheter tip on the target and then maintain
the contact with the endocardium for enhanced ablation. For this purpose, fine
motion and contact control are issues to be addressed. Moreover, the target does
not necessarily move in the 2D ICE image plane, which means the actual 3D profile
of the target is unknown. This is another issue to be dealt with.
6.3.5 Trajectory Planning
The trajectory planning algorithm for CathNav realizes the navigation of the catheter
to the target on a straight path. This approach does not avoid cardiac structures
that could be the obstacles on the path. The trajectory needs to be customized so
that such obstacles are avoided as the catheter progresses toward its target position.
6.4 Conclusion
Through this research, a platform was conceived, developed and deployed to achieve
robot-assisted intracardiac catheter navigation. To realize catheter navigation, mul-
tiple disciplines and different technologies are utilized. Tracking technologies are
required to find the position of the catheter and to utilize this position for navi-
gation and control purposes. Actuation mechanisms are needed to motorize and
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automate catheter manipulation. A model is also called for to estimate the configu-
ration of the steerable section of the catheter in response to actuation at the handle.
To achieve a navigation system through the course of this research, Aurora® elec-
tromagnetic tracking system was identified as a position tracking technology. A
robotic system was required to manipulate a steerable ablation catheter. A kine-
matic model for the distal shaft of the catheter was formulated that models the
catheter as a continuum manipulator.
The kinematic model is based on the steering mechanism of the catheter. The
model assumes that catheter deflects with constant curvature and zero torsion. This
means the catheter bends in one plane of deflection and forms an arc of a circle
when deflected. A static pseudo-rigid model of the catheter was also formulated to
investigate whether the kinematic assumptions conform to the reality of catheter
deflection. The model properties including its reachable workspace and its position
and orientation singularities were analyzed. The model was used to formulate
differential kinematics of the catheter and to design a strategy for position control
of the catheter. Based on the position control strategy, an architecture was proposed
to achieve catheter navigation.
Based on the developed architecture, the navigation platform was developed. A
robotic assistant was designed and constructed, and a 3D input device was chosen
for intuitive catheter steering. A software platform, named CathNav, was devel-
oped to communicate with various devices of the system and to implement the
navigation architecture, while providing a graphical user interface for the inter-
ventionalist to manage and supervise navigation. In this implementation, Aurora®
position readings were calibrated, model joint parameters were extracted from posi-
tion readings, and coordinate systems of model, Aurora® system, Aurora® sensors,
robotic assistant and 3D input device were converted to each other as required.
The modeling assumptions of constant curvature and zero torsion were verified
through experiments on the catheter using the pseudo-rigid static model. Kinematic
modeling was validated through in-vitro experiments using the navigation system
and a static phantom. The phantom simulated the anterograde path to the heart
and provided the static pressure levels similar to heart’s right atrium, right ventricle
and left atrium.
The kinematic modeling further was validated by experiments on live animals
by threading the catheter into the beating heart of the porcine subjects. In-vivo ex-
periments also demonstrated that the system is capable of automatic navigation of
the catheter to designated targets in the right atrium. It was shown that compared
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to manual navigation, the system achieves similar accuracy with better precision
and lower speed.
The robot-assisted catheter navigation platform, developed through this re-
search, has the potential to be adopted for human deployment. There are some
barriers that need be overcome prior to deployment. The catheter needs to have
embedded electromagnetic tracking capability. The haptic interface has to be cus-
tomized to match the needs and the taste of the medical professionals. The robotic
system must be sterilizable to be used in the catheterization lab. Animal and hu-
man trials must prove the benefit and safety of such a system. Regulatory standards
must be observed and the whole system must receive regulatory clearance. Through
training and information sessions, electrophysiologists and interventionalists need
to learn the benefits of such a system and tend to rely on the system. Finally,
when the system is accepted by the interventionalists it will have the chance of
deployment.
In the end, the contributions made through this research are summarized:
1. A kinematic model for the distal shaft of steerable catheters, and the study
of distal shaft workspace and singularities under the kinematic model [45, 44,
42, 43].
2. A static modeling methodology for the planar deflection of the catheter’s
distal shaft [42].
3. A method for catheter tip position control [43].
4. A strategy for semi-automated catheter navigation.
5. Three methodologies of motorized, assisted and automatic catheter manipu-
lation.
6. A robotic mechanism for assisted catheter manipulation [44, 42, 43].
7. CathNav: A software platform for robot-assisted catheter navigation [42, 43].
8. In-vitro validation of kinematic modeling through construction a static phan-
tom [44, 42].
9. In-vivo validation of kinematic modeling [43].
10. A complete platform for robot-assisted intracardiac catheter navigation [43].
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11. In-vivo validation of automatic navigation through the developed platform
[43].




This appendix provides the details of robot design specification calculations outlined
in table 3.1 or A.1 below.
Table A.1: The specifications for linear and rotary stages of the robot.
Parameter Linear translation Handle twist Knob control
Travel Range 24.22 cm ±540◦ ±45◦
Resolution 0.2 mm 0.1◦ 0.025◦
Accuracy 0.3 mm 0.2◦ 0.05◦
Max Speed 67 mm/s 360◦/s 45◦/s
A.1 Travel Range
For the linear slide, the distance is based on cardiac chambers dimensions. The
range is the maximum displacement required for the catheter to cover the circum-
ference of a cardiac chamber. Assuming the largest cardiac chamber, i.e. left
ventricle, has an elliptical cross-section, the circumference of the half-ellipse would
be a maximum of 24.22 cm, for end-diastole major axis = 10 cm and end-diastole
minor axis = 5 cm. The dimensions are obtained from [72].
According to SteeroCath-T specification, the catheter handle and shaft should
not be rotated more than 1.5 full rotations. This allows a 540◦ range for twist
rotary stage. The steering knob of this catheter can be turned up to 45◦ in each
direction, giving 45◦ range to the knob rotary stage.
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A.2 Resolution and Accuracy
Resolution and accuracy figures are determined by the pose measurement system
specifications. Position measurement of 6DOF Aurora® sensors achieve an accu-
racy of 0.6 mm and a precision of 0.4 mm. Resolution and accuracy of the linear
and rotary stages are designated to be half of Aurora® accuracy and precision val-
ues. Assuming a linear relationship between the displacements at the handle and
the displacements at the tip, the required linear stages accuracy and resolution will
be 0.3 mm and 0.2 mm respectively.
In terms of orientation, Aurora® provides an accuracy of 0.4◦ and a precision of
0.2◦. Assuming a linear relationship between the twist angle at the handle and the
twist angle at the distal shaft, the required linear stages accuracy and resolution will
be 0.2◦ and 0.1◦ respectively. For knob rotation, since the range of the deflection
angle is 180◦ compared to 45◦ at the knob. The required accuracy and resolution
for knob rotary stage will be a 1/8 of the same figures for Aurora®, yielding 0.05◦
and 0.025◦ respectively.
A.3 Maximum Speed
The maximum speed required for the linear slide is based on the maximum speed of
left ventricular wall. The myocardium moves nearly 2 cm in 300 ms during systole
which is equal to 66.7 mm per second. For twist rotary stage, a complete rotation
per second is assumed to be the maximum speed practically required. For knob




General Specifications for a
Dynamic Heart Phantom
B.1 Overview
The dynamic phantom will simulate the pressure/volume/flow parameters inside
the cardiac chambers. It will be composed of a beating ventricle and a closed loop
fluid system that simulates blood circulation. A sample mock circulatory system is
presented in figure B.1.
The system shall simulate both left and right ventricle, with the potential to add
atrial chambers as well. Ideally the cardiovascular physiology shall be mimicked
by the dynamic phantom. To this end the components of the phantom and their
functional requirements are outline in the next section.
B.2 Components
Referring to figure B.1, the components of the dynamic phantom include:
1. Ventricle: Right and left ventricles can be made from Silopren (LSR 2050
GE Silicones). An inner cast from a porcine ventricle can be used to mould
the silicone. To achieve an elasticity similar to heart walls, the thickness of
silicone in the mould can vary similar to the real heart.
2. Valves: Two valves regulate the flow into and out of the ventricle. The
biological valves act as check valves. Currently prosthetic valves are butterfly
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Figure B.1: A sample mock human circulatory system. Numbered circles are
pressure sensors and numbered squares are ultrasonic flow sensors. Reproduced
from figure 1 in [73] with kind permission of Springer Science and Business Media.
valves with single or double discs. The inner diameter of the valve is 20-25
mm.
3. Heart Driver specifications include:
(a) A pneumatic or hydraulic driver
(b) Ventricle output: up to 10 L/min.
(c) Rate: up to 120 beats/min.
(d) Operating pressure: up to 120 mmHg
(e) Strike volume: up to 100 mL
4. The systemic/pulmonary circulation parameters include:
(a) Mean Arterial Pressure: 81-115 mmHg
(b) Mean Venous Pressure: 7-8 mmHg
(c) Arterial Compliance1 : 2.2 mL/mmHg
1Compliance is defined as C = ∆V∆P . For an air-sealed tank it can be calculated by C =
(Vtank −Atankh)/(Pfluid − ρgh).
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(d) Venous Compliance: 50 mL/mmHg
(e) Total systemic peripheral resistance, i.e., systemic vascular resistance
1463 dyne.s.cm-5
(f) Pulmonary vascular resistance: 106 dyne.s.cm-5 ’
5. A blood analogue must offer a viscosity of 4x10-3 Pa.S. A possible solution can
be mixture of around 85% weight pure water, 11% glycerol and 4% D4876
dextran[74]. Alternatively a ready made blood mimicking fluid (e.g., from
CIRS, Norfolk, VA) can be used.
6. Instrumentation: pressure meters and flow meters to monitor pressure and
volume inside the ventricle.
7. Tubing can be of Tygon or clear flexible PVC tubes.
8. Access path for the catheter: To access the right ventricle the catheter nor-
mally enters the body through right femoral vein and passes through right
external iliac vein, right common iliac vein, and inferior vena cava to reach the
right atrium. This path can be constructed using ready-made mock vessels
of different lengths and diameters (e.g., from Limbs and Things, Savannah,
GA). In a 3D coordinate system, the mock vessels can be connected together
at the key points listed in table B.1. The data in this table is measured from
the torso CT of a middle-aged male patient. The cross sections of veins are
assumed elliptical and two diameters of the ellipse are presented in the table.
The reference coordinate system is shown in figure B.2.
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Table B.1: Coordinates of anterograde path to the heart.
X (cm) Y (cm) Z (mm) Length (mm) Diameter 1 (cm) Diameter 2 (cm)
9.4 13.5 0 40.35 0.8 0.8
10.9 14.5 36.1 15.31 1.1 1.1
11.4 14.6 50.54 42.67 0.7 0.7
12.6 13.6 90.25 26.72 1.6 1.6
13.3 12.2 111.91 24.21 1.6 1.6
13.9 11.3 133.57 8.25 1.6 1.6
14.3 11.3 140.79 43.2 1.7 1.7
16 11.3 180.5 29.33 3.5 1.7
15.5 11.4 209.38 39.94 2.2 2.2
15.2 11.7 249.09 32.74 2.3 2.3
15.2 12.1 281.58 58.22 3.7 2.2
15 12.8 339.34 36.27 2.4 1.7
14.8 14.4 371.83 9.75 2.2 2.2












To evaluate the validity of the catheter model in intracardiac environment.
C.1.2 Setup
 Sedated animal prepared for catheterization.
 Fluoroscope device (GE OEC Series 9800 cardiac mobile C-arm)
 NDI Aurora® system with two sensor coils interfaces
 Catheter assembly: One SteeroCath-T equipped with two sensor coils at-
tached on both ends of the deflectable section of the distal shaft and connected
to Aurora® (see figure 3.6(b) and section 3.3).
 Robotic apparatus along with control components and the assembly
 CathNav software
C.1.3 Prerequisites
 Aurora® field generator must be mounted on a non-ferric (preferably wooden)
and firmly fixed pedestal. The field generator should not move/vibrate while
tracking.
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 Aurora® system must be tested prior to experiment on the actual animal bed
to make sure it can function well given the metallic interferences that might
exist in the operating room.
 The robotic apparatus must be completely fixed on a pedestal to avoid any
vibrations while operating.
 The CathNav software must be running and communicating with Aurora®,
VXM and encoder reader prior to the procedure.
C.1.4 Procedure
1. SteeroCath-T catheter is advanced manually through right femoral entry to
the right atrium.
2. The catheter handle is mounted on the robotic system.
3. In the right atrium:
(a) Position the catheter in using the manual controls of the CathNav soft-
ware.
(b) Verify the availability of position measurements of the Aurora® system.
The sensors must not be missing and the unitless error value must be
well below 1.
i. If the sensors are missing, stop tracking on the software. Turn
Aurora® off and move the field generator closer to the animal torso
and possibly at a slightly different angle. Turn on Aurora®, start
tracking, and repeat step 3.(b).
(c) For each scenario in the software:
i. Select the scenario.
ii. Set the number of iterations to 20.
iii. Set the maximum number of steps and each step size.
iv. Hit “Run Scenario”. The system will actuate robotic apparatus for
each scenario.
v. When the scenario is finished, copy and rename the two “Auro-
raxx.txt” files to a directory named according to the scenario pa-
rameters.
vi. If the catheter motion is restricted by anatomy, note down any
catheter configuration anomalies due to the restriction.
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C.1.5 End Point
Catheter position, timing and input actuations are all recorded by the software in
“Auroraxx.txt” files for further analysis.
C.2 Navigation Validation
C.2.1 Objective
To evaluate the feasibility and performance of enhanced catheter navigation with
the CathNav system.
C.2.2 Setup
 Sedated animal prepared for catheterization.
 Fluoroscope device (GE OEC Series 9800 cardiac mobile C-arm)
 NDI Aurora® system with three sensor coils interfaces
 One SteeroCath-T equipped with two sensor coils attached on both ends of
the deflectable section of the distal shaft and connected to Aurora®. This
catheter is called catheter assembly henceforth.
 One catheter equipped with one sensor coil at the tip. Alternatively, a single
sensor can be used. This catheter/sensor is called Reference catheter hence-
forward.
 Robotic apparatus along with control components and the assembly
 CathNav software
 Select target landmarks, where Reference catheter is positioned and naviga-
tion toward them is tried.
 Select base position to start navigation from, when reaching each target.
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C.2.3 Prerequisites
 Aurora® field generator must be mounted on a non-ferric (preferably wooden)
and firmly fixed pedestal. The field generator should not move/vibrate while
tracking.
 Aurora® system must be tested prior to experiment on the actual animal bed
to make sure it can function well given the metallic interferences that might
exist in the operating room.
 The robotic assistant must be completely fixed on a pedestal to avoid any
vibrations while operating.
 By default, the field generator lies on the left side of the animal.
 The CathNav software must be running and communicating with Aurora®,
VXM and the encoder reader prior to the procedure.
C.2.4 Procedure
1. Reference catheter is advanced manually through right/left jugular vein into
the right atrium.
2. Catheter assembly is advanced manually through right/left jugular vein to
the right atrium.
3. The catheter assembly handle is mounted on the robotic system.
4. The availability of position measurements of the Aurora® system is verified.
The sensors must not be missing and their unitless error value must be well
below 1.
(a) If the sensors are missing, stop tracking on the software. Turn Aurora®
off and move the field generator closer to the animal torso and possibly
at a slightly different angle. Turn on Aurora®, start tracking, and repeat
step 4.
5. For each select landmark in the right atrium:
(a) Position the Reference catheter on the select landmark manually.
(b) Repeat the following steps:
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i. Position the catheter assembly on base position using the manual
controls on the CathNav software or the ‘Undo Tracking’ feature.
ii. Record the initial distance to the Reference catheter.
iii. Using the Tracking feature and if necessary, Falcon input and man-
ual controls in CathNav software direct the catheter assembly to-
ward the target.
iv. Stop when the interventionalist is satisfied with the positioning.
Record the time it took for the procedure using CathNav timer
feature along with final distance.
(c) Dismount catheter assembly from the robotic apparatus.
(d) Repeat the following steps:
i. Position the catheter assembly manually on base position.
ii. Record the distance to the Reference catheter.
iii. Manually navigate the catheter to the select landmark.
iv. When the interventionalist is satisfied with the positioning, record
the time it took for the procedure using CathNav timer feature along
with final distance to the Reference catheter.
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C.2.5 End Point
The following template form is filled for navigation toward each landmark. The
raw data of the experiments is provided separately in [75].
 Date:
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